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This volume contains the text, discussion and technical evaluation of papers presented at the AGARD
Aero.pace Medical Panel Specialists Meeting which was held at Toronto, Canada, 6 May 1975.

The specific problem of windblast wis considered as it affects human tolerance to high-speed ejection.

Injury mechanisms were discussed in several papers and it was shown that most injuries are caused by
excessive motion of the limbs, rather than by the direct effect of wind pressure. Ejection injury
mechanisms were also considered in relation to windblast from conventional and nuckar explosions.

Protection was considered along two linus. The prevention of limb motion by means of restraints was
shnwn to be as practical for tie arms as for the legs, and could be extended to provide the arm retraction
needed in safe command ejection. It was also shown that the provision of a stable ej ction seat wouid
greatly ameliorate the windblast problem.

The problems of head restiaint and helmet loss were also considered. Loss was attributed to the aero-
dynamic lifting moment which had been measured in wind-tunnel tests, and could be -educed by
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The specific problem of windblast wet considered as it affects human tolerance to aigh-
speed ejection. Statistical data from 5 nations provvd the prevalence of windblest injury,
particularly in the combat situation vnere ejection upeeds are higher. Thus, an overall
5 - 10 percent injury rate rose to 40 percent or more.

Injury mechanism were discussed in seversl papers and it was showT% that most injuries
are causee by excessiv motion of the linbs, rAthfir than by the direct effect of wind pressure.
Ejection injury mechanism were also considered in relation to windblast from conventional and
nuclear explosions.

Protection was consid'red along two lines. The prevention of limb motion by reans of
restraints was shown to be as practical for the arms as for the legs, and could be extended
to provide the arm retraction needed in sast ccmand ejection. It was also shown that the
provision of a stable ejection seat would S.reatly ameliorate the windblast problem.

The problems of head restraint dnd helmet loss were also considered. Loss was attributed
to the aerodynamic lifting moment which nad been measured in wind-tunnel tests, and could be

reduced by appropriate aerodynamic design.A.i
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PREFACE

In June of 1971, the Aerospace Medical Panel held its specialists' meeting in Oporto,
Portugal, on the subject of Linear Acceleration of Impact Type. a LOpic selected by the Bio-
dynamics Comrittee of A.P some two years earlier. Whilst most presentations relevant to
ejection from aircraft related to injuries cauved by catapult and rocket accelerations, two
were concerned with windblist. The first reviewed the biodynamics of windblast, and serves as
a useful introduction to the current conference proceedings, and the second concerned the blast
testing of aircrew escapt equipment (see AGARD Conference Proceedings No.8c on Linear Accelera-
tion of Imp-act Type, papers 14 and A4). Among the recommendations which followed this meeting
was the sugg;estion that further studies should be made of the mechanisms of injuries which
result from accelerations acting along the !Gx axes. In high-speed ejecticn, windblast leads
initially to high levels of -Gx acceleration.

At a meeting he~d in Soesterberg in Seotember 1973, the Biodynamics Committee of AS.P dis-
cussed possible topics for future meetings and noted that windblast still produced a relatively
large number of injuries at ejections nide over 300 kt, and considered that seat stability,f har•ness configuration and personal equipment all contributed to thir overall situation. They,
therefore, proposed a specialist meeting to deol specifically with the biodynamic response to
the windblast environment, and requested that their Deputy Chn'rman, Wing Commander David
Claister, RAF, act as organiser and chairman.

To this und a number of potential authors were contacted, with encouraging results, ard a
"call for papecs was circulated. Eventually, 10 papers were selected for presentation in a one
day session of the 1975 Spring Specialists meeting of ASMP, to be hosted by the Defence and
Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine in Toronto, Canada. These papers were arranged in
three groups ,.overing statistics and mechanics (papers B1, B2, B4 and B10), pathology (papers
B5 and B6), arnd protection (papers B9, B7, 88 and B11). However, for convenience, ehey are
presented herc in numerical order and as there was a considerable amotut of overlap in subject
material, the division was indeed more theoretical than useful.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

The AGAk)-NATO Aerospace Medic&l Panel Specialist Meeting on 'Biodynamic Response to Wind-
blast* was held at the Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine, Toronto. Canada on
May 6th 1975. The meeting lasted all day, but included a short tour of DCIEM at the end o! the
mwrniog session, arranged by the Host Coordinator, Colonel A.C. Yelland. The ten papers which
were preaented were arranged, on the basis of their abstracts, into three gro'ips tu cover
Statintics and Mechanics, Pathology, and Protection. In this way the subject %otter introduced
itself, after the chairman had briefly mentioned the disparity between the amount of research
that had been carried out on the +Gz acceleration of the ejection gun and rocket, compared with
ths little work done on the -Gx of windblast deceleration.

Incidence

Statistical data on the incidence of windblast was presented from five countries, Canada,
the US, Italy, France and Sweden, and some earlier UK data was also discussed (paper B9).
Pertinent features are aui-rised in the table with additional RAF d#•ta from Fryer (FPRC No. _
1166 of 1961) and from Reader (personal co-munication).

Incidence of Ratio. upper
Aircrew No. of Mean speed flail to lover lirb
population Ejections at ejection

USA r. Non--combat

1968-1973 BV 631 240 kt 3.4% 1.2:1

.AF 82 100 NS 21%+ 0.5:1
1954-1974

CAF B4 90 30% > 400 kt 1.1% -

1966-1974

FAF 36 256 9% > 400 kt 12.52 0.8:1
1960-1970

USAF B9 162 388 kt 4 24.6% NS
POWs

USN B9 94 438 kt ; 33.87 NS
POWs

SAF BI 74 11% > 540 kt C 5.42 NS

1967-1974

RAF Fryer 294 224 kt 2.32 0.4:1
1949-1960

RAF Reader 355 198 kt 5.9Z 0.6:1
1960-1973

* Indicates that the relevant data was not stated.

+ High incidence due to selection of cases for study.

Several points of interes. may be noted in the table. In peace time operations, ejection
speeds, tend to be lcw, arotnd 200 to 250 kt and the incidence of major flail injury is also
low, arourd 52. The LAF c ises were a selected series and the average speed of ejection for the
21 windblast injuries was 364 kt. In combat, on the other hand, ejectio:n speeds are consider-
ably higher and one third or more of ejectees may suffer major windblaat injury. An ejection
speed of 700 kt leads to the virtual certaint) of a major flail injury (paper 19). Generally
speaking, the lower limbs suffer more than upper limbs, though with more effective leg restraint
:n the later series, injuries are becoming more evenly distributed. These data, based upon
2,056 ejections, provide a sound basis for the statement that windblast injuries are a major
:omponent of overall ejection morbidity, and that this component increases greatly with air-
craft speed at ejection. The lack oZ windblast injurier, in the Ca'nadian series was attributed
to low ejection spceds, though their 27 ejections made at over 400 kt would have been expected
to have provided several cases by comparison with the other data. Equations relating injury
raLes with ejection sneed are given in papers BI and B9.
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Tvh.- :onnon injury mcnan1sia was ccnaidered to be vindblast forces taking the limbs beyond
their range ol normal movemnt (joint injuries, dislocations), or cauing limbs to strike
against pa4 s of the ejection seat (fractures, fracture dislocations). Details of observed
injuries were given in paper B6. The direct action of 'windlast (petothial, or subconjonctival
haemorrhage) was considered loes important, and in an appen-ix to paper 59 it is shown that in
high divers, peak dynamic pressures of 2,000 to 4,000 lb/ftf (15 - 30 psi, 100 - 200 kIrM 2 ) my
voluntarily be experienced without injury. This level is some two time the presently accepted
tolerance limit.

The forces which tend to displace limbs exposed to windblaot were described in paper 310,
and the findings confirm the earlier underwator studies of Fryer (IPRC Report No. 1167 of
1967). A film showing some of these pionaering experiments was shown to the delegates &t the
start of the afternoon session. Also measured and reported in paper 310 were helmet 1ft
forces - some 460 lb (210 kg) at 600 kt. Whilst these forces could be redi~ced by turbulence
within the cockpit, it was considered that they would represent the real-life situation upon
leaving the aircraft. and thus account for the frequent lose of protective helmets. A simple
aerodynamic solution was offered.

Also included in the proceedings, but not presented in Toronto, is a paper (B5) which pro-
vides a useful comparison between windblast injury mechanism relevant to high-speed ejection,
and those which result from conventional und nuclear explosions. In the latter case, the lung
is the critical organ. Lwa.g damage is relatively rare in ejectdes. Thus, there is no instance
in the 21 cases of windblast injury discussed in paper 32, though two cases, one of them fatal,
are referred to in paper 36.

Protection

Several possible techniques for restraining the limbs were discussed, attention being
directed more towards the arms,since leg restraint has been used successfully for many years.
Paper B8 described tests carried out on an arm retraction and restraint system using cords and
powered by seat movemsit. A similar system, but extended to embrace legs and head, was also
described (paper B11), but had not been introduced into service. Effective restraint is more
readily obtained if the arms are initially on a between-the-legs D-ring (paper 38). If the
seat is stable, simple entrapment of the limbs with nets would prevent injury (paper 39). When
ejection is initiated by the other crew mmber (comand ejection), arm retraction may be
required in addition to restraint. This problem was raised by several cpeakere and the prof-
fered solutions included the cord systems already mentioned, as well as airbags :enflated on the
cockpit walls (paper Bll).

The importance of seat stabilisation was also stressed by several speakers - for example
paper 31O shows how wind tunnel measurements of drag forces can lead to an understanding of
seat instability (ejection seats are inherently unstable) and paper 39 refers briefly to methods
for the aerodynamic stabilisation of seats in the critical period prior to deployment of a
drogue parachute. An example of a seat stabilised in pitch was seen in action on film during
the presentation of paper B11.

The problem of head restraint was discussed, but most ejection seats rely, at the best,
upon energy absorbing padding on the headrest (paper BII). However, a self erectin& fabric
hood, the efficacy of which was aen in films taken during 750 kt windblast exposures (paper B7),
could be used to give head restraint as well as 1.o prevent inadvertent loss of headgear.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The average low speed of current aircraft ejections is a feature of non-combat operations -

ejection speeds increase markedly in the combat situation, %nd high speed usage must be allowed
for in the development of ejection systems.

The potential for windblast injury increases as the square of windspeed. Thus, windblast
becomes a major source of morbidity and mortality in high-speed ejection.

Kan's ultimate tolerance to windblast could be considerably higher the., presently accepted,
and does not theoretically limit current ejection performance. Precise figu:es ar3 required for
human tolerance to windblast, but it is considered that these will )nly coue, at at present,
from accurate reporting of high-speed ejection experience.

Current ejection seats are inherently unstable and impose omnldirectiona! windblast forces
necessitating the most complex restraint systems. The development of stable ejection seats is
considered essential for safe high-speed ejection. The aerodynamic performance of current seats
should be evaluateJ with a view to achieving stability over a wide speed range.

Restraint systems cur~rently in service, or in development, should reduce the ncidence of
leg and arm injuries, but only at the cost of greater complexity of aircrew equipnvnt assemblies.
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•hilst improved seat stabi ity shl ild simplify the solution of limb injury. head
restraint and helmt loss are areas which will iocrease in relative importance, and these

p :equire further study.

7The present high level of soUPi•.tication in ejection seat design should nut be allowed
to inhibit the search for other means for abandoning ai'crýift at high speed.

PH. GLAISTER
Wing Cotsander
RAF Institute of Av5iation .edicine
Farnborough, -lampshire, U.K.

Deputy Chairman, Bio.iynarnics
Committee, ASH?.
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USAF NON-COMBAT EJECTION EXPERIENCE 1968-1973
INCIDENCE, DISTRIBUTION, SIGNIFICANCE AND

MECHANISM OF FLAIL INJURY

By

Capt. W. Steves Ring, USAF, MC
James tN. Brinkley

Maj. Frank R. Noyes, USAF, MC

Aerosoace Medical Research Laboratory
Aerospace Medical Division
Air Forc. Systems Con.tand

W,'ight atterson Air Fn'ce Basu. Ohio 45.33

SUMMLIRY

The USAF non-combat ejectiun experience during the period
1968-1973 has been reviewed attempting to characterize the
incidence, distribution, significance and mechanism of
flail ii.juries. From a total of 784 ejections, 631 have
been selected based on several criteria outlined in the
paper. The overall incidence of flail injii;-y is 7% (44
cases) in which 4% (25 .ases) involved injuries of a
Major type. The incidence rose dramatically above 300

V.. KIAS suggesting that flail injury is a significant prob-
lem dt higher airspeeds. The distribution of injuries
is characterized b.'.. (1) an absence of major head and
neck flail injury, (2) a predominance of proximal over
distal injury and (3) in marked contrast to earlier data,
a slight predominance of upper over lower extremity flail
injury. The importance of analyzing the forces actiny
upon the limbs as well as having a clear understandina
of the mechanisms of failure is discussed and the need
for improved limb restraints is emphasized.

I NTRODUCT ION

Since the earliest days of the ejection seat following World War II it has been apparent that high
velocity ejections are associated with a characteristic injury pattern quite different from that found in
low velocity ejections (Ref 16). These injuries are related to the aerodynamic forces experienced
immediately upon entering the airstream. Stapp (Ref 14,15,17), Fryer (Ref 6) and Brinkley (Ref 1) have
conducted research attempting to characterize the magnitude and effects of these forces. The magnitude
of this force is expressed as:

A 2Q 12 p Eq (1)

where: Q - dynamic air pressure in Newtons/M2

= air density in Kg/M 3

V = velocity in M/sec

This relat'-nship is expressad in Figure 1.

10 x 104

Dynamic 8 x 10
Air

Pressure 6x104Air, 6 xl0

(Newtons/M
2) 4 x 104

2 x 104

200 400 600 800

KIAS

FIGURE 1. Dynamic Air Pressure vs. Airspeed
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Two distinctive injury patterns have been attributed to the "Q" forces experienced in high velocity
ejections. The first, generally referred to as "windblast", is characterized by soft tissue injury
resulting from localized dynamic air pressure and turbulence. These forces produce surface burns,
ecchymosis, edema and petechial hemorrhages -- usually minor injuries. Although it has been suggested
that a pulmonary blast-type injury may also be produced, convincing evidence for this is lacking. The
second and more significant injury pattern associated with "Q" forces is generally referred to as "flail
injury". Whereas windblast inju•i-es result from relatively small locally applied forces, flail injuries
result from the summation (if force over larger areas producing differential decelerations of the head and
extremities relative to the torso. According to Payne (Ref 10) the differential decelerations result
from drag forces according to the following relationship:

Drag Force•
Deceleration - Eq (2)

Weight

where:
Drag Force ' Dynamic Pressure)x(Drag Coefiin~(rna ra •-Wegt = We aefficient)x(Frontal Area) Eq (3)Weight WeightEq().,

It may be seen from these relationships that a greater frontal area/weight ratio for the extremities
relative to the torso will result in a more rapid deceleration of the extremities. If the area/wt ratio
for the torso is further reduced by the addition of an ejectior seat, as It is in operational practice,
the relative deceleration of the extremities will be even greater. Flail injury appears to occur when
the decelerating head or extremity Impacts the ejection seat or when the appendage exceeds the limits of
motion of a particular joint. The resulting extent of injury may range. from soft tissue contusion or
laceration to major debilitating fracture cr ligamentous injury.

Recent reports have expressed d growing concern with the incidence of windblast and flail injuries
associated with (1) the increasing operational performance envelope of USAF aircraft (Ref 2,13) and
(2) the higher airspeed of combat ejections (Ref 3,4,7,8,9,12). However, there is as yet incomplete
information on the spectrum of injury produced by windblast or flailing. By reviewing the seven year
USAF ejection experience from January 1968 through December 1973, the present study attempts to define
the incidence, mechanis.i, significance, and character of windblast/flail injury.

METHODS
Sii,.ce 1957 the Air Force has maintained a data bank at tile Directorate of Aerospace Safety, Air Force

Inspection and Safety Center, Norton AFB, California. This data bank contains information about all air-
craft accidents involving USAF aircraft. Pertinent data derived from aircraft accident reports have been
encoded aid are stored in computer memory for rapid access &.nd retrieval of information. The original
reports are maintained for several years before being reduced to microfiche for permanent storage. In
addition, the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory maintains an abbreviated version of the computerized
Norton Data Bank containing pertinent injury and personal equipment data (AMRL Life Sciences Data Bank).

The present report repre;ents an update and extension of the original study by Buschman and Rittgers
(Ref 2). All ejections from USAF aircraft during the period from 1 January 1968 through 31 December 1973have been selected from the AMRL Life Sciences Data Bank based on the following criteria:

(1) Oniv open ejections are included (i.e., no capsules, no bail-outs).

(2) Only non-combat ejections are included.

(3) Cases where the crew member is missing are excluded.

(4) Fatalities which resulted from ejection below the lower bou.dary of the ejection envelope
have been excluded because of the difficulty in separating flail from inpact injury.

From this data base, all injuries which occurred during the ejection, parachute deployment or descent
phases were reviewed as potential windblast or flail injuries. Review entailed searching for further
details within the computerized record or narrative summary and in many cases returning to the original
accident report for further clarification. Injuries were attributed to windblast/flail only if it cou'.d
be determined with reasonable certainty thAt the Injury was not caused by other factors such as striking
the aircraft, parachute deployment or landing impact. Therefore, "probable" windblast/flail injuries are
included whereas those which can only be classified as "possible" have been excluded. The result of these
strict criteria for inclusion as a windblast/flail injury mear.- the overall incidence is probably consid-
erably underestimated.

Stapp (Ref 14,15,17) and Fryer (Ref 6) have demonstrated that with proper helmet protect!on and
adequate limb restraints serious "Q" force injury can be prevented. The soft-tissue injuries ascribed to"windblast" are usually minor injuries. Review of the 1968-1973 operational experience supports this.
In iact, true windblast injuries are only infrequently noted in the accident data file. Rather than
infrequent occurrence, this probably represents failure to note these relatively minor injuries especially
since they would frequently be associated with the more major f~ail Injuries. As such, the incidence of
wlndblast injury is probably greatly underestimated and, therefore, only fiail jut..-ies will le included
in the subsequent analysis.
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RESULTS

Utilizing the selection criteria described, from a total of 784 ejections during the period 1968-1973,
631 have been selected for further evaluation. Table 1 chart:terizes tiese ejections in terms of airsaeed
and the overall severity of injury. As shown by Buschman and Rittgers (Ref 2) the probability of flai
Injury becomes significant only above 300 KIAS. However, in the non-combat operational experience
reviewed here, only 20% of the ejections occurred at greater than 300 KIAS. From this finding the
overall incidence of flail injury would be expected to be quite low in the operational (non-combat)series
of ejections. For this series, 44 cases of probable flail injury were found for an overall Incidence of
7% (see Table 2). This corresponds closely with the incidence of 6.6% found by Buichman for the USAF
experience (Ref 2) and the incidencL of 6.8% found by Fryer for the RAF experience (Ref 5). Figure 2
reveals that the probability of flail injury for the current series closely approximates that predicted
by Payne (Ref 10) based on Buschman's data.

TABLE 1. USAF Non.-Comhat E£ections 1968-1973:Severity of Injury vs. Airspeed

Minimal Total Percent Total
KIAS or None M' ._%r MloJr. Fatel* EJections E.Jections

0-49 11 I 3 2 1 3.0

50-99 13 1 6 0 20 3.5

eOO-149 46 12 7 2 67 11.8

150-199 69 12 3" 3 121 21.3

200-249 81 26 39 7 152 26.8

250-299 37 17 19 2 75 13.2

300-349 23 10 14 3 50 8.8

350-399 6 2 8 1 18 3.2

400-449 4 6 11 6 27 4.8

450-499 4 1 4 3 12 2.1

500-549 1 0 5 0 6 1.'

650-599 0 0 0 1 1 0.2

>600 0 0 1 0 1 0.2

TOTAL 295 88 154 30 567 100%

*UNKNOWN 34 8 11 11 64

TOTAL 329 96 165 41 631

PERCENT 52% 15% 26% 7% 100%

*Fatallties from ejections outside lower boundary of the ejection envelope have been excluded.

I
100 @0

80

Percent 60 0 i
Probability

Flail
Injury 40

20

0
200 400 600 800

KIAS

FIGURE 2. Probability of Flail Injury vs. Airspeed
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TABLE 2. USAF Non-Combat Ejections 1968-1973:Incidence of Flail Injury

No. Minor Flail Injury Major Flail Injury Total Flail Injury

[ KIAS Ejections No. Incidence No. Incidence No Inciderce

0-49 17 0 0.000 0 O.OOU 0 0.000

50-99 20 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0.000

100-149 67 0 0.000 1 0.015 1 0.015

150-19 121 1 0.008 0 0.000 1 0.008

200-249 152 5 0.033 2 0.013 7 0.046

250-299 75 1 0.01:1 1 0.313 2 0.027

300-349 51 2 0.040 4 0.080 6 0.120

350-399 18 0 0.000 4 0.222 4 0.222

400-449 27 3 0.111 6 0.222 9 0.333

450-499 12 0 0.000 3 0.250 3 0.250

S00-549 6 2 0.333 2 0.333 4 0.067

550-599 1 0 0.000 1 1.000 1 1.000

>600 1 0 0.000 1 1.000 1 1.000

TOTAL 567 14 0.025 25 0.044 39 0.069

UNKNOWN 64 5 0.078 0 0.0 5 0.078

TOTAL 631 19 0.030 25 0.040 44 0.070

"From Table 1 it should be noted that the fatality rate is only 7% due to the exclusion of fatalities
resulting from ejection below the lower limit of the ejection envelope. In addition, although 52%
received minimal or no injury, 33% received major or fatal injuries in what should have been survivable
situations. This represents the area of greatest concern to the Air Force. Although the overall inci-
dence of major or fatal flail injuries is only 4%, the significance of these iniuries becomes apparent
when ejections over 300 KIAS resulting in major injury or fatality are considered separately. Of these
cases, 37% received major flail injuries.

As mentioned previously, one purpose of this paper is to characterize flail injuries. Table 3 pre-
sents the r'ture and distribution of flail injuries found in the present series of ejections. Several
observations should be noted. First, there were no major head or neck injuries attributed to flailing
this series. In addition, most minor injuries of the head and neck were attributed to flailing of the
head during helmet loss. Second, as would be expected, proximal limb injuries tended to predominate over
distal injuries. Third, major joint ir.Juries (22) occurred almost as frequently as long bone fractures
(27). Fourth, upper extremity injuries (34) were more frequent than lower extremity injuries (28). This
latter finding is in contrast to the findings of Buschman for 1964-1970. Table 4 reveals that this
difference represents a reduction in lower limb injuries rather thdn ar increase in upper limb injuries.

A more complete characterization of the flail injuries from the earlier period (1964-1970) is not
available. However, a review of LinpubHllb. Buschman data reveals that while all types of lower extremi-y
injuries were more frequent durinrj the earlier period, the major discrepancy lies in the number and extent
of knee injuries. Where the present series contains no dislocations or fracture dislocations, Buschman's
series contained at least ten. Although the two series are not strictly comparable because of liqht
differences in the method and criteria for selection, this discrepancy could result from severai factors.
First, the method of injury classification has changed. Second, thu system of limb restraints has been
altered in several aircraft. Third, the usage of restraints by t.e aircrew members may be different.
Finally, there has been a shift in the USAF aircraft inventory producing an alteration of the aircraft/
ejection seat combinations represented among the flail injuries.

DISCUSSION

The importance of flail injury should not be underestimated. Although the overall incidence of
major flail injury is only 4%, the incidence rises to 22% in those ejections over 300 KIAS. The signifi-
cance of this figure becomes apparent when the Southeast Asia combat and POW experience is considered.
Shannon (Ref 12), Till (Ref 13), Kittinger (Ref 8) and Lewis (Ref 9) have attempted to review the USAF
combat and POW experience. Table 5 sunmarizes the USAF data and the Navy experience as reported by
Every (Ref 3,4) and Kinneman (Ref 7). The combat ejections occur at much hiqher airspeeds with a
corresponding rise in the incidence of flail injury. However, the incidence of major flail injury over
300 KIAS appears to be decreased. This may be explained by the fact that the POW's represent a very
select population - those who were able to survive ejection as well as withstand the rigots of captivity.
It is quite conceivable that a significant number of flail injuries resulted in ejection fatalities or
deaths while in captivity. If this were the case, the need for improved limb restraints to prevent
flailing becomes even more imperative.
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TABLE 4. Comparison with Buschman Data

USAF USAF
1968-1973 1964-1970

(Ring) (Buschman) -

Data Base 631 940

Total F'tail Cases 44 62

Flail Injuries

Head and Neck 6 21

Upper Limb 34 64

Lower Limb 28 115

TABLE S. Comparisin of Combat and Non-Combat Ejections

USAF USAF NAVY
1968-1973 POW POW
Non-Combat (Lewis) (Evory)

Data Base 567 162 97

Ejections > 300 K1A3 20% 72% 83%

Ejections > 500 KIAS 1% 33% 29%

Flail Injury 7% 12% 30%

Major Flail 4% 9% 25%

Major Flail >300 KIAS 22% 13%

The lack of major head or neck flail injury is in agreement with the findings of Kittinger (Ref 8)
and Lewis (Ref 9). In addition, most minor head and neck injuries appear to be caused by torsion of the
head and neck resulting from aerodyna.mic forces actinq on the helmet. Althouqh the series jnder study is
fairly small, this finding does suggest that the current system of head restraint by the ejection seat
headrest may be sufficient to minimize the possibility of major head and neck flail injury.

The predominance of proximal ',ersus distal extremity injuries and the distribution of bone and joint
injuries requires an understanding of the mechanisms of bone and joint failure. As a result of the
external forces which are applied to the limb in the form of Q-forces, the tissues (bone, ligament, tendon,
etc.) develop internal forces and displacements. Displacement of the limb occurs until motion is limited
by either anatomical constraints (e.g., muscle resistance or joint capsule limitations) or external con-
straints (e.g., contact with the seat or limb restraints). Depending on the anatomical, structural and
mechanical properties of the tissues iivolved, failure occurs when a critical stress or strain (or both
is reached. Classical engineering concepts involving equilibrium considerations and free body analysis
can be used to define the forces operative on the extremity and those which lead to fAilure. This labora-
tory is presently conducting failure tests on bone and joint structures to define these critical failure
limits at the structural and tissue level.

From a knowledge of the anatomical, structural and mechanical properties it is frequently possible
to retrospectivcly determine the forces and displAcements from analyzing the injury itself. For example,
an anterior dislocation of the shoulder is usually produced by forced abduction and external rotation of
the humerus. Similarly, a spiral fracture cf the femur Is produced by torsion forces as might be seen
with flailin of the lower leg whereas a transverse fracture is usually produced by directly applied
bending forces as might be seen with impacting the seat (without torque).

In summary, an understanding of the mechanisms of failure is essential in the design of protective
equipment and restraint systems. In addition, analysis of the mechanisms of failure of the musculoskeletal
system involves (1) knowledge of the resultant forces and displacements of limbs from externally applied
forces, (2) definition of constraining factors (both external and internal) which resist these applied
forces and (3) analysis of the anatomical, structural and material properties at the tissue level w'vich
define the ultimate failure limits of the anatomical part.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Flailing results from differential deceleration of the limbs relative to the torso. Injury occurs
when the internal forces and displacements produced by the applied "0" forces reach critical levels and
result in tissue failure.

2. Although the overall incidence of flail injury in USAF non-combat ejections appears low, it remains
a significant operational problem in open-seat high-speed ejections. This is supported by the combat and

. lPW experience in Southeast Asia.

3. Although there appears to be a decrease in lower extremity flail injuries during more recent ejections,
the cause of thi; is uncertain and probably results from a m.iltiplicity of factors. A continuing effort
muit be made to improve the methods of limb restraint.

4. Analysis and understandirg of the mechanisms of fal1're is es-%entil- to the desigi of protective
7 equipment and restraint systems. This requires a knowledge of (1 the forces and displactnevets involved,

(2) the constraining fsctors which resist these forces and (3) tne structural and material properties of
the tissues which determine the ultimate failurp limits.
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DISCUSSION

In reply to questions from Limbury (U.K.), Ring agreed that the 25 or so cases of major
flail injury occurred in ejections using a multitude of ejection sait types, chough they were
predo••iantly irom F4 and B52 aircratt. He did r.nt at present have data whic~h would relate
the incidence of leg flailing to .ha presence or abaonc of leg restraint, nor the itscidence
of arm flailing io tue system of ejection initiation employed (ever-the-head, between the legs,
or outboard D-rings, or comand ejection). lie stated that somo recent work had indicated that
use tf the over-the-head D-rirg w-%, however, associated with a hLgher incidnce of arm and
shoulder injuries.

I.

I
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SURVEY ON BIODMNAMIC RESPONSh TO WINOBLAST IN EJZETIONS t
PATBhGO ETIC MHCHANISM, ANALYSIS AND RMBNTION OF IN3TWI.

Col.Prof.Gaetano ROTONDO, I.A.F.9 M.C.
Italian Air Force - Military School of Aviation hedicine

Via P.Gobettl 2/A - 00185 ROME - ITALY

In order to give a clinical contribution to the study of Injuries caused by vindblast
during escape by ejection seat from high speed jet-aircraft, the author comparatively anan
lysed the resuXlts of ejeCtions, observed by himelf during 20 years, where Italian pilots
suffered Injuries particularly due to windtlast.

Of the total number of 100 cases of oscape, &ialysed, 47 pilots successfully ejected
without injury and 11 ejections proved fcal. The remaining 1+2 pilots suffered traumatic
injuries after ejection, and of these 21 sustained injuzrie exclusively due to windblast,

•!*i[and precisely : theme injuries were due to direct aerodynamic pressure on the body in 9
casep, to violent dislocation of head in 1 case, and to flailing of limbs in 11 citses. In

no case the author could find in aries certainly ad exclusively due to some other factors
also connected tu windblust, as wind drag deceleration or spinning and tumbling of the bo=

[! dy during froe fall.

Analogoui, analysis Is carried out about 7 cases of traumatic Injuries surfered by air-
crews within tU, cockpit of aircrafts following accidental loss or sudden opening of the
canopy or atoe', its explosion in-flight.

TMen the author analysed the pathogenetic mechanisms of the injuries caused by wind-
blast, the relative limits of toletan.e of humen body and the system which could be em-
ployed aW•' ulteriorly improved in order to increase the human resistance to aerodynamic
pressure of the wind, for the prevention and the reduction of lethality of these injuries,
tyq±cal in Aviation accident pathology.

Injuries after ejection from high speed jet-aircrsfta are of great importance in AvIA
•.'|..tier. pathology.

n addition to the spinal fractures, ctused by initial considerable acceleration-

ejection jolt applied to the pilot's body in the direction from buttocks to head by the
explosion of the ballistic or rocket devices, the ejected subject may sustain other inj
ries caused by different remarkable forces acting on his body during the subsequent phases
of ejection, ua the deceleration chest to back, due to the air impact and the wind drag
encountered on entering the slipstream when he is ejected out of the cockpit 1 the aerou
dynamic pressure usually referred to as windblast or ram preosure, and the consequent blunt
action of rolative wind, the spoed of which is about the same of abandoned aircraft ; the
possible further acceleration forces, sometimes complex ones, duo to particalar and abnormal
attitudes of aircraft in the ejection phase, caused by the critical emergency conditions ui f
der whioh escape from aircraft usually occurs ; and so on.

STUD OF INJUIES CAUSED B? WINMLAST.

The purpose of the present survey is fundamentally to contribute to the study of injum
ties due to windblast in. the phase of escape iamediately following the seat0s and pilotls
ejection, and of their relative frequency, through a comparative analysis of the results of
escapes from aircraft by ejection seat, carried out in emorgency conditions by some Italianmilitary and civil jet-pilots over a faIrly long period of time.

For the same prpose analogous analysis is made about the injuries suffered by aircrews
within the cockpit of aircrafto following accidental loss of the canopy or after its exploz
sion in-flight.

S.- Injuries sut�ained durmsn election.-

For the purpose described above 100 ejections, personally observed In a period of 20
years, jere taken into consideration in the present survey.

Of this total number 11 ejections proved fatal : in these cases the pilot's deocih was
generally brought about by the violent impact of his body on the ground because of foilure
or delay in the opening of the parachute due to the low or very loo height at which ejection
was carried out or other causes.

Of the remaining group 1.7 pilots successfully ejected from aircraft without injury, and
42 pilots sustained traumatic Injuries daring the varlus phases of ejection i of these,
15 sustained single or multiple vertebral fractures (due to initial acceleration-ejection
jolt), associated or not -ith other non-vertebral lesions, and 27 sustained other traumatic
injuries different from spinal fractures.

However, in this total number of 1.2 subjects irijured during ejection, traumatic injuries



exclusively due to windbl"t (and associated or not with othor injuries due to different
phases of escape) were sustained on the whole by 21 subjects, as shown by the following

V Table! I

- Total Nwaber of Ejections : 100
- Number of Dead Pilots : i1
- Number of Unhurt Malots z 4?
- Total Yumber .of Injured Pilots 2'

(of whom 15 with spinal fractures,
associated or not with other non-
vertebral injuries), and of these i

- Number of Pilots With injuries exclus.
vely due to windlolust (essoclated or
not with other Injuries due to diffes
rent phases of eacee). 21

The details of these lat 21 cases, with the description of the respective traumatic
injurie3 suatained by esah pilot, are shove. in the following Table I1 1

No. Type of Altitude Speed of Injuries exclusively duG to vindblaot (associated or

aircraft o: escape aircraft not with other injuries due to different factors)
ft kts ....... . . ..

0
,I 1P.l10 1.500 4+30 fracture of T.12,; fracture of right tibia and fibula
2 F.ld04 3.000 460 fracture of T.12 1 fracture of l 1 ft humerus

S3 FInAT 0.91 3.)000 350 fractures of T.?, T.8, T.12, L.1 ; fract',* of right
tibia and fibul

4 1 10IO 15.000 380 fractura of L.1 ; fractures of both ankles
.5• T.33 6.000 350 contusion of chest, fractures of 10th and 11th left rib
6 T.33 10.000 not knowr fracture of left elbow
7 F.8+? 2.000 380 contusion with tasmatoma of the back, wounds of elbows
8 F.84F 3.000 370 contusions of right shoulder and both teuporo-mandibuz

lar regions ,subjunctival haemorrhages
9 F.86K 5.000 280 contusion of left mastoid region and left ear

"10 F.84? 1?.000 360 distorsion of left knee
11 F.814 4.000 360 contusion of chest, wound of chin, subjunctival hasnoru

rhages
12 F.847 9.000 370 fracture of left tibia and fibula
13 F.863 3.500 not known fracture of nasal sept, contusion of chest, petechial

haemorrhages of face
14 F.847 2.000 320 contusion of left log, wound of right mastoid region
15 F.863 3.000 290 contusions of chest and left mastoid region
16 F.86K 15.000 340 distorsion of right ankle; burns of both hand|a°
17 7.86K 6.000 360 distorsion of right shoulder, contusion of left foot
18 F.817 not known 350 distorvion of left ankle
19 F.101+. 8.000 +50 contusion of head with comuot4o cerebri, large wound of

scalp, subjunctival haemorrhages
20 7.1040 35-.000 400 wultiple ecchymotic contusions on the face ; congela=

tion of both L.ands** I
21 F.1040 18.000 380 distorsions of left knee and right ankle

Notes
The vertebral fractures, sustained during the first phase of escape, were due to
acceleration-ejection jolt.
The associated injurios (ýburns, congreation) were obviously due to other causes,

different from windblast (fire aboard before escape, exposure to very low tempera=
ture of escape altitude).

In the Table described above, after excluding the first 4 cases (in which the subjects
Al"g sustained single or multiple vertebral fractures, due to the initial acceleration -

ejection jolt buttocks to head), onX the pilots who sustained traumatio injuries exclusi=
•ely due to vindblaat after ejection are listed.

In fact, according to the purposes of the present survey, the Table II does not Include
all the cases (especially bone fractures of the lower limbos strong contusions of various
parts of the body, as face, chest, limbs ; burns, and so on, besides the vertebral fractures
by ejection) of single injuries which were likely sustained during the various phases of
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ejection with mochaniams differont from aerodynamidc pressure of wind, as for example
impact of various parts of the body against the structures of aircraft durins escape from
cockpit ; violent action of retaining straps of protective helmet and oxygen mask, somes
timec violently pulled away by the winr ; abrupt traction of parachute harness on ,mder=
lying parts of body at the mr*ent of considerable deceleration following the opening ch.ck
of Parachute canopy. violent or incorrect ground impact at the moment of landing ; burA
ing effects of flames or h.at of fires breaking out on board befo-se escape, and so on.

* The prepent <ase survey has been therefore intentionally limited to the study of the
- biodynamic response to windblast in 4ections by seat.

2.- InjAuries sustained aftr accidental loss or exploason in-flight of caners.

The present ru-vey has been completed with an analogous anaLysis carried out about the
injuries suffered by aircrews within the cockpit of military aircrafts following accidental
loss or rudden opening of the canopy or after its explosion in-flifht.

For this purpose the Table III lists seven cases, personally observed by the author,
with the respective circumstances of each flight accident and the description of the injuries
particularly due to windblast (1).

Type of Altitude Speed of Circumstances Injuries -e to vindblast Injuries due to
"aircraft ft aircraft of flight rapid decompres&kts accident sion or other

I F.81F 18.000 150 opening of multiple contusions and
canopy abrasions on the face

2 P.8140 2.000 320 loss of multiple contusions and
canopy abrasions on the face, pal

pebral ecohymosis
3 P.81+4 20.000 4M breach of multiple ecchymotic contus bilateral aero-

canopy sionr on the face otitls
14. F.814 33.000 380 opening of subjunctival and facial pq 'bilateral aero-

canopy techial haemorrhages, nose- otitis, slight
bleeding left bradyacusia

5 F.86K 16.000 400 loss of subjunctival haemorrhages, slight bilateral
canopy wound of lower lip, facial n•ero-otitis

congestion
6 D.H.100 30.000 320 explosion nasal and subjunctival

in-flight haemorrhages
of canopy

7 F.86E 30.000 1+30 explosion subjunctival haemorrhages, bilateral aero-
in-flight facial congestion otitis, congela
of canopy tion of hands

Note:
M This Table doesn't include all the-other cases, also observed by the author, in

which the pilots did not suffer any important injuries due to windblast, after
opening or explosion in-flight of the canopy.

The Table described above ahows therefore that, besides the frequent barotraumatic inju=
ries due to sudden decompression of pressurized cockpits, almost all the subjects of the ca=
ses examined hern had sustained some congestive and/or hasmorrhagic distresses at level of
the conjunctival and nasal mucous membranes and of the face skin, associated or not to trau=
matic facial injuries (as contusions, abrasions, wounds), the last ones generally being due
to violent compression of oxygen mask and protective helmet exerted on the subject's face
by strong external slipstream or to direct blast of the lateral airstream violently entered
within the cockpit.

EPAMOGOIETIC MErWIASM OF TME WINUBLAST INJUIES .-

* As the seat separates from the aircraft after ejection, both the ejection seat and its
occupant are immediately subjected to continually changing combinations of wind drag decelk
ration, windblast, tumbling and spinning of the human body during the following free fall.I

t. I



.1a.This extent of this deeeaindpnsuo h qiaetarpetecombined
mass o~f the moat and man, and th fetv rs-etoa rsepsd nparticular,
the hitgher the indicated airspeed, the greater is the deceleration effect. Par a given
.indicated air speed, the maximum linear decelerations are cot affected by altitude but as
th~e ejactcon altitude Is increased, the decol*'rstion time, it more prolonged t this is
da&e to tA* fact that for a ive indicated air speed, increased altitude callses a greater

Ii~tiz*,.rg wkch aptbedissipated as a function of time in an sttmophers of lower

1jetio soto reusually provided with nose torn of stabilisation system so that
tbl deelratontaks;place in a relatively Ostraigkbt' line ; an unstable seat system

declertio of350, t hs ben duration ofa 0,2 isc; aih rae ofpecianed of 1a0 0/sec.s

up t 40G wih amaximum duration of 0.16 sea.; and a duration for forces groater than
25 ofnotmor thn Isec. atarate of onset of 500 G/sec.

Howver th uperlimit ofhuman tolerance probably lies in the region~ of an India
catd &rooodof 00koots. The deceleration might be made more tolerable, and this
Ital rased ifthearea ofthe seat presented to the airetreaa viere reduced by serodysa
comc sapig, r i aforward thrust were applied to covnter the deceleration. In either

bae, appied for samlner overall velocity change, the lower peak Oecoleration would have to
be ppled or logertime and the advantage obtained would be very small.

As egads hepresent survey, no case of traumatic injuries seems to be certainly
an xlsveydet wind dreg deceleration, this depending upon the circumstances ot
th jcinseaie here i airspo~ds not exceeding 460 knots, acceleration-ejection

jol of14 o 1 G ora duration of 0.5 to 0.15 sec., acceleration gradient not exceed=

B.- Windblast.

The airstream encountered by the ejected man exerts on him an aerodynamic pressure
usual ly referred to as "wiadblast", "ram pressure" or "q". The extent of this pressure
varies with the density of the airstream and, therefore, for the same true speed it is1*reduced as aJtitude increases. It is thus related vo the indicated airspeed rather than..........
the t'rue airspeed (being the force measured by the pit~t-airepeed indicator system) and
varies with the square of the velocity (for example, the force at 400 knots is approximQ
tively 16 times greater than that at 100 knots). The aerodynamic pressure is therefore
greater at high speeds and low altitudes. For instance, the speed of sound at sea level,
660 knots (Mach w 1), is associated with a "q" value of 13 lb/in2 (the measured 0q" beir~g
about 5-4 lb/102 at 450 knots).

The effects of thiw~ aerodynamic pressure or force 0q" can be divided In those pro-
duced by direct pressur* on the body, such aso petechial and subjunctival hasemorrhages and
various contusive injuries, and those produced by flailing of the head and ixtremities,
such anarticular distortions ordislocations and bone fractures.

At apeeds up to 400 knots the direct pressure of wind is unlikely to cause injury to
the face, particularly if the face is covered ; the oxygen mask prevents the entry of
air into the lunge and stomach. The unprotected face begins to suffer from the effects
of blast at about 100 knots of %ndicated airspeed ; at this speed the soft tissues of the
face begin to flutter and distort, the distress so caused increasing progressively, on-oil
at about 300 knots traumatic lesions begin to occur. The risk of laceration is aensi Is.
rably Increased If the mouth or eyes are open at the time the blast is experienced. iforj
over, although the face is normally protected by flying clothing, conventional head go,%x.
which Includes oxygen mask, helmet and goggles, is liable to be stripped off at speeds
above 150 to 200 kzots, exposing the subject to the possibility of anoxia, in addition
to facial injury.

The flailing of the head and extremities is probably a much more serious problem.
Head's violent flailing may cause unconscousaness, or even fatal brain or cervical cord
damage, while flailing of the arms and legs can lead to fractures or joint dislocations.
With the body unsupported, a mq" of 4-5 lb/in 2 or more leads to flailing of a force which
cannot be controlled by muscular effort (STAPP, 1957, 28). The onset of flailing can be
so rapid that muscular reflex actian is ineffectual even at raa proeaesu below 4-5 lb/in2 .
At 450 knots full abduction of the hip joints can take place in 0. 1 sec. and at greater
speeds the load on unsupported limbs may exceed the strength of the major joints.
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The aerodynamic forces acting on the crewman during ejection can dislodge the limbs,
and because of the differences between thd ballistic characteristics of the limbs &id the
tors,-seat combinationt the limbs will develerato more rapidly and may be injured when
+he rearward motion in stopped. lither the limits of the limb joints are exceeded or the
limus are injured by impacting the seat, which is decelerated lees rapidly.

The equation governing the deceleration of each body or seat segment is eopreaosud by
the following drao/wcight ratio ; if the ratio (drag/weight) were therefore the swae for
liabe as well. as the torso and seat, all. segments would slow down at the ease rate end
the injuries would be lose serious and less frequent

DRAG POCE q CD S
WRIGHT W

where
DBCULRATIOR - 0 units
q a DYNAMIC PRESSURE - Lb/ft 2

CD DRAG COZBFCIBNT
S - rRONl'AL ARM - pt2

W a W3108? - Lbs

2-permiental data of various authors (BUSCHAW, 1972, 3 ; BNKLMY, PAYNE, 1973, 2),
"who accomplisbed detailed analysis of meny accident reports and comprehensive analysis
of fialing injuries experienced during the period of 1964 to 1972 in USAF, showed that
the incidence of flail tnjury increases exponentially with Warapoed as might be expected ;
but, while previously the threshold of flail injury was thought to be placed at airspeod
of 400 to 500 knots, they have ascertained that t1he incidence of these injuries is signin
ficaat In the 300 to 400 knot range, and in the 400 to '00 knot range the flail injury
rate can exceed 30 peroea.t, and approximatel.y 60 vorcout of the inj,,rios i•antified were

,• .+ either sajor injuries requiring extentsiyo his it8Liazetion k).; %ýre Ba,-.Jevidom, mauy

of the major injarios, such as leg fraotures, are life threatening daring jaachute
landing and reduce the probability t.f survival during the period prior to rescue.

This analysis has therefore clearly shown that the flail injury is a serioau problea
in the intermediate spend ranges am well as the high speed ranges, and that the threshold
of Injury occure at a lower airspeed than originally estimated, as wall as at 600 knots,
the currently accepted limit of the open ejoctLon oeat, there is a 100 percent incidence I
Of flail injury.

If we now comparatively analyao the data resulting froa the present survey, in which
the biodyauio response to windblast has been studied in 100 cases of escape by open
ejection **at carried out by Italian pilots, on the whole 21 subjects (a 21 percent) sun
stained traumatic injuries exolucively dus to windblast. The equivalent airspeeds of
escape, at whi(h major injuries (especially bone fractures) were sustained, are included
between 350 ant 450 knots ; these resulte give a far-ther evidence and confirm that the
threehold of the windblast injuries occurs approximately at 350 knots of equivalent air-
speed and their incidence increases as airspeed increases.

As regards the inl~usuce exertod by Pikagle biodynaaic factors which are efficient
causes of those injuries, a&ong 21 oaaes described above no injury seese to be certainly
due only to rapid wind drag deceleration, while all the traumatic lssionw on the contrary

0 are prevalently to be ascribed to the ef'ects of aerodynami: pressure or force Oq"
1 these effecto can be divided, as said before, in those produced by direct aerodynamic

pressure on the body (in the present survey 9 cases, precisely the cases no. 5,7,8,9,11,
13,14,15,20) aed those produced by flailing of the head (1 case : case no.19) and by
flailing of limbo and/or their Impact against the seat (1) cases, precisely the cases

Sno. 1,2, 3,4,6, 10, 12, 16, 17, 18, 21).
Of these last 11 cases, related to injuries due to flailing of limbs, it aay be

interesting to enalyse the location of injuries which, in the present survoy, prevalently
consisted of bone fractures (6 cases) and joint distortions (5 cases). Such lesions were

,• soot frequently localized in the lower limbs, particularly in the logs nod ankles (4 frac

tures of tibia and fibulas, 4 single or multiple distortions of which 2 only localized ina knee, 3 only in an ankle, and 1 at the same time in a knee and in an ankle), and less

frequently in the upper limbs (1 Zracture of humerus, 1 fracture of elbow, 1 distortion
of shouýder).

These results lead to t•o conclusion that two areas of vulnerability appear to exist,
4 both loc-lized in the lower limbs. In fact, whilst the upper part of the femar, including

the acetabular joint, may also bz fractured or dislocated when the thighs are raised and
abducted, more frequently the bones of the leg and the joints of knee and ankle appear to
be more vulnerable, perhaps bscause the thighs are in ome way restrained (as by thigh
guards if t.o seat is in a nose-down attitude). On CM contrary the legs and the feet
are aors easily subjected to movements of violent lateral dislocation, because in general



the forces that tend to move the limbs laterally are larger than anticipated and are de-
pendent upon a number of factors inoluding the proximity of other segments of the body
and proximity of the ejection seat structure.

Particularly in case of lateral flailing of legs the medial uollateral ligament,
joint capsule, synovia and cruciate ligaments of knee may be torn, and che medial menia
scus compoetelj detached from the ligament. The same distortioual lesions may occur with
the same mechanism at level of the joint of ankle in case of lateral dislocation of feet.

As regards the less frequent injuries localized in the upper limbs, it seems that
some difficulty is experienced in maintaining a grip on the handle of a face-blind or a
seat trigger at indicated airspeeds in excess of about 450 knots. When an arm is allowed
to flail laterally, dislocation of the scapulo-huaeral joint or fracture of the upper
third of the humerus may result. This type of injury clearly jeopardiees survival if the
person escaping is required to perform any manual action, such as the release of a pars-
chute harness or manual separation from the seat.

Afterwards in the first 9 cases of 21 analysed in the present survey, that is the Ca
see of injuries due to direct aerodynamic pressure on the body, these iujuries consisted
of face contusions with petechial facial and subjunctival haemorrhages sometimes also with
nasal fractures, multiple contusions in various parts of body.

These injuries, therefore of prevalently contusive type (that is by impact with role
tive wind), for frequency and magnitude proved to be directly rolated to the indicated
airspeed of ejection (the aerodynamic pressure, or ram pressure, or force "q" varies with
the square of the velocity) and inversely related to the altitude (the aerodynamic pres-
sure inreasse proportionally to the increase of density ratio, that is it is increasing
as the altitude of escape decreases).

C.- Spinning and tumbling.

Following ejection, rotation of the seat or occupant can take r)tce during two phases
of the escape seqý..nce. On leaving the aircraft, the aeat together with its occupan't roay
undergo a hbad-ovtr-heels motion at rates of up to 180 rev/imn. Tumbling can also occur
during free fall, usually taking the form of a flat spin. This is initiated Ly any slight
asyiaetry in distribution of the aerodynamic leads and can then build up rapidly to very
high rates. For a given indicated airspeed tuqilng rates increase with altitude, and are
inversely proportional to the square root of the density ratio.

The effects produced depend upon where the centre of rotation lies in the body, varys
ing combinations of positive and negative G thus resulting. Pooling of blood in the head,
in the feet or, if the centre of rotation passes through the heart, in both the head and
the feet at the same time are all potential results. Rates of tumbling between 180 and
240 rev/ain may result in forces in excess of - 30 G at head level (EDMLBERG et a9.,1954,
6). Human tolerance is dictated by nausea and, at higher rates of spin, by the centri-
fugal fluid shifts and by lose of consciousness. With the heart at the centre of rotation,
a human subject lying on his side is rendered unconscious after between 10 oa.d 12 sec. at
160 rev/min. (WEISS at al., 1954, 30). Under the same conditions, 200 rev/ain, has proved
fatal to animal subjects in 2 min. (EDELBERG et al., 1954; " .

Stabi.Lisation can be ensured by the use of a z.all drogue to orientate either the man
or the seat, reduce the speed and lower tlie rate of spin, in order tQ reduce the risk of
rotation which way occur arnlnI tnree bodily axes particularly if an initia, rotating
force is applied, a'rd ..n order to reduce che relative effects which consist in petechial
subcutanenuz and subjunctival haemorrhages, diffueod oedema, mechanical cerebral damage
with lose of consciousness, and further violent dislocation of the limbs not restrained.

The tiie at which this stabilieatlon system is deployed is critical ; if too early
the opening shock may exceod human tolerance, if too late the spinning may already be too
firmly established. It is also important that spinning shou.Ld be controlled before do-
ployment of the main parachute in order that the body should be in the best attitude to
roceive the parachute opening shock. If the body in unstable at this time, it is possible
for a sudden snatch to occur and for very high angular accelerations to be imposed on the
man, with consequent possible injuries also at spine level.

In fact, besides the considerable acceleration-ejection jolt buttocks-head, the succes
sive chest-back deceleration due to the air impact and the wind drag, and at last the aero-
dynamic pressure of windblast, the body of ejected pilot may be subjected to further acce-
leration forces, sometimes also very complex ones, due to the particular - often abnormal-
attitudes of aircraft before escape, which acu in variable directions. The resultant of
the various effects of these multiple vectoro, combined with the first more important
vector dui to aoceleretion-ejection jolt, can represent - at very high speeds of aircraft-
an acceleration factor which may even be considerably superior to 20-22 G and, therefore,
to the average vertebral break load.

This resulti•,g force, especially if the body's attitude is not correct, could act on
the spine with an inclination angle of even nore than 450 ; this angle would then become
more and more acute as the seat tumbles during fall so that a peak of compression on verm
tebras and, therefore, the possibility of vertebral fractures may occur also in the phase
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imamdiately following the actual ejection.
In the present survey, however, we could find no case of injuries certainly an4

exclusively due to spinning and tumbling during free fall following ejection.
Boes cases of contusive injuries (prtechial facial and vubjunctival haomorr•agee,

chest contusions with costal fractures, and so on) were found and described, but for the
reasons previously #xplailne these injuries are likely tn be ascribed to the direct dy-
namic pressure on the body, that is the impact with relative wind ; whilst in the first
4 casts listed in Table I, in which the subjects sustained single or mAultiple vertebral
fracturem, these traumatic injuries were certainly caused by initial acceleration -

ejection jolt.

PREVENTION FROM WINDBLAST INJURIES.

Besides by means of careful and preventive training of jet-fighter pilots to assume
and maintain the moast uitable and correct positions of body and spine during the critical
phases of escape, also in the field of the designing and use of the aircrafts and the rem
lative flying equipment measures can be taken to prevent and reduce the injuries due to
ejection.

Before all, the initial hazard in the sequence of escape from an aircraft is incurred
when the canopy is jettisoned, since even at moderate speeds aerodynamic forces can thrust

a released canopy violently intb the cockpit. A well designed canopy should therefore
have elrodynamic characteristics which ensure its being lifted well away from the cabin
and aircraft structure when jettisoned in flight.

The structural and functional features of ejection seats, whinh are aecessary to
prevent the vertebral fractures due to acceleration-ejection jolt, are already wall known:
to them, and particularly to the type of propuision employed for ejection, that is blast
charge and/or rocket, many factors (number of G, duration of exposure to acceleration -

jolt, acceleration gradient, and so on) are related especially for tha incidence of verte
bial fractures due to ejection. But this incidence may be affected also by other factors,
often voluntarily variable or adjustable, as
a) functional factors of use (right regulation of the height of seat back according to

individual size, particularly the height of torso and the torso/limbs ratio ; impro,
vement of restraining straps, foot-rest and head--rest ; suitab.e location of eaeDa
gency handle of the ejection device, and so on) ;

b) occasional factors, namely speed, altitude and attitude of aircraft at the time of
ejection ;• •

c) individual tatters, namely body height and torso/l1imbe ratio of subject, body weight/

ejection jolt ratio, position and attitude of head and torso du:.ing ejection, and so
on.

As regards particularly the reductioo of lethality and the pre'ention of injuries
due to windblast and to various factors connected with it (rapid deo2eleration for wind
drag ; direct aerodynamic pressure on the body, and flailing of heai and limbs ; tumbling

and spinning of the body during the following free fall), the means which could be ulte-
riorly studied and improved are the following ones :
1) a simple and effective system of automatic retaining, restraining and blocking of

limbs at the moment of ejection in order to avoid their flailing, with automatic re-
leasing at the moment of sepuration

2) an effective system of stabilisation of the man/seat complex, deploying after ejection
and before separation,, in order to reduce the airspeed, the rotations and the tumbling;

3) an autozatic separation system man/seat, acting Ju a subsequent phase of ejection, in
order to reduce t!ie incidence of the ,,onsequences of unsuccessful separation (impact
of body parts against the structure* of seat. entanglement of parachute into seat,
and so on) ;

4) a zf~ro-lanyard and an automatic timer, whici automatic releasing of harness and open-
ing of parachute after deceleration and wtabiliostion of seat ;

5) a system of sure opening and rapid deployment of parachute canopy.

By means of the combined use and further improvement of these systems, and of the ca

reful clinical and medico-legal study of injuries due to ejection and the dynamics of
their production, it will be possible to achieve rapid and considerable further results

in the field of flight safety fox the purpose of preventing these typicul occupational
injuries and reducing their harmfulness, which is still quite high in Aviation accident
patnology. I
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SUMMARY

During the period 1966-1974 injuries were significant problems in e&'ctions
from Canadian Forces (CF) aircraft. There were ninety non-fatal ejections.
Of these, eight crew-members escaped free from injuries, sixty-three received
minor injuries, and nineteen received serious injuries. An analysis of the
injury patterns indicates that they occurred at both low and high speeds.
Specific problems are addressed and recommendations are made to enhance aircrew
safety during ejection.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper i, to report on the injuries experienced by CF aircrew relevant to wind-
blast during ejection, and to make recommendations aimed at the prevention of injuries in future ejections.

Many analyses (1, 2, 3 & 4) have been conducted over the years in an attempt to identify conditions
that cause or contribute to injury in ejection from jet aircraft. These analyses have been instrumental

in identifying escape-system modifications that would enhance aircrew safety when crewmen are forced to
use the last means available to them for survival.

The CF has recorded ninety non-fatal ejections from 1966 through 1974. Of these, eight crew-members
escaped free from injuries, sixty-three received minor injuries and nineteen received serious injuries.
There were ten fatalities, but these are not relevant to this paper s a

TABLE I

NON-FATAL EJECTION STATISTICS 1966-1974 - TOTAL z 90

AVERAGE INJURIES,Q FORCE (PSI) NO. OF EJECTIONS _ __________

NIL MINOR SERIOUS

.56 23 3 15 5
1.3 26 3 17 6
2.4 14 12 2
4.5 6 4 2
7.5 4 2 2

Unknown 17 2 13 2
TOTALS 90 8 63 19

DEFINITION OF SERIOUS AND MINOR INJURIES (5)

For the purposes of this paper, a serious injury is defined as any injury which:

1. requires hospitalization for more than 48 hours within seven days of the accident;

2. results in a fracture {except s;mple fracture of finlgers, nose or toes);

3. involves severe hemorrhages due to lacerations, and/or severe nerve, muscle, or tendon damage;
4. injuries to an internal organ; or

5. produces second or third degree burns over more than 5% of the boay.

A minor injury is defined as any injury which does riot meet the criteria for serious injury.

TABLE II

MINOR INJURIES - TOTAL = 63

AVERAGE NO. OF EJECTIONS TYPE OF INJURY
Q FORCE (PSI)

S 6 15 Facial
1.3 17 Facial
2.4 12 Facial
4.5 4 Facial/Muscular Aches
7.5 2 Facial/Muscular Aches

Unknown 13 Facial
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Fromi Table 11 our data disclose that:

a. minor injuries are experienced through all recorded ranqes of Q Forces; and

b. the predominant minor injuries were facial. i.e., cut noses, lips, foreheads and muscular aches
including non-specific pain with soreness behind the legs.

nf.etal led investigation of each ejection has revealed that the following six factors coula contribute
to minor injury and that windblast was not the sole factor causing minor injury:

a. Certain equipment was not used or fastened properly, I.e., loose restraint systems and/or loose
parachute harness. For example, and I quote: "When my parachute opened, the Quick Release Box
(QRB) moved up over my chest and struck me a severe blow on the chin". An investigation
revealed that his parachute did not fit him properly.

hb. The failure to use visors. For example, another quote: "My visor was up at the moment when the
birds smashed through the canopy". The pilot had facial, 1'ýries from the bird and canopy
debris.

c. The absence of a negative "G" strap. Quote: "I was in a negative "G" situation and was being
forced upwards with the result I had difficulty reaching down for the 0-ring'.

d. A less than satisfactory oxygen-mask suspension system which~ contributed to facial injuries.

Quote: "The windblast seemed quite severe; my helmet came off and the next thing I fe'lt was
the chute opening and blood running down my face". Medical examination revealed that' the
pilot's face was cut by the oxygen-mask suspension system.

e. The design of our ejection seats requires that the user reach (and look) down and grasp
ejection seat handles or D-rings. This posture enhances the chances of injury by placing theI body, particularly the head and neck in an awkward position.

f. The ejectees had insufficient time to position themselves properly prior to ejection. Their
immnediate concern was to get out of the aircraft.

In addition, it must be recognized that some causes of minor injuries remain obscure because the
investigating medical officers may have had a problem in determining in what phase of the ejection sequence
the injury occurred, i.e., during egress/windblast, tumbling, parachute opening shock or landing.

TABLE III

SERIOUS INJURY - TOTAL -19

AVERAGE NO. OF EJECTIONS TYPE OF INJURY
Q FORCE (PSI)

.56 5 Contusion to kidney
Compression fracture T-10, T-12
Compression fracture T-4, T-6
Fractured ribs/torn bladder
Burns

1.3 6 Fractured skull
Compression fracture T-11, T-12
Compression fracture T-12, L-1
Compression fracture T-10, T-11
Compression fracture T-8
Compression fracture D-9, 10, 11, 12

2.4 2 Compression fracture T-8
Burns

4,5 2 Compression fracture T-12, L-2,4
fracture upper amn, broken ribs
Compression fracture 1-1

7.5 2 Burns
Burns

Unknown 2 Compression fracture T-11

Compression fracture T-10, T-11

From Table ;II our data disclose that:

a. serious injuries, like minor injuries, are experienced through all recorded ranges of Q Forces
and surprisingly, there is little difference in type of injury in the higher Q Forces; and

b. thirteen of -.he nineteen (68%) serious injuries occurred at a Q Force less than 4.5 psi.
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In addition, detailed Investigation of each accident indicates that except for the burn injuries.
the jecee! wer porlyposiiond a thetim ci ejetio orinteruped he mn/sat epart rocesses

by holding onto the tjection seat handles, or flailing as a r'esult of windblast. For example:

a. "Q Forces .56 psi". r~jote: ul saw the houses ahead and pulled back on the stick as I pulled
the alternate handle. There was a second delay and I thought the seat hadn't fired.I
reached for the control column and the next thing I was conscious of was falling toward the
ground". He suffered compression damage to T-10, T-12.

ward to grasp the 0-ring with both hands and sat upright as I pulled. In retrospect, I
believe I never made it all. the way back to the upright position". He suffered compresslon
fracture T-7 and T-8.

c. "Q Forces 4.5 psi". Quote of the medical member's statement. "The pilot was uncertain of
his position at the time of ejection. He believes he may have been looking over his left
shoulder and down when he pulled the D-ring with his left hand. His poor position in the
ejection seat combined with windblast results in the ejectee receiving a fractured right arm,
two broken ribs and compression fracture T-12, 1-2".

DISCUSSION

Our data analysis indicate that the effects of windblast are primarily minor facial injuries.
There is little evidence of flail injury, however, in our opinion, this is related to peacetime flying
when aircrew manage to lower the speed of the aircraft prior to ejection. Conversely, it is postulated
that there would be an increase in injuries from windblast in time of hostility due to higher speeds and
uncontrollable situations. This postulate is based on the ejection experience of the United States Navy
in Southeast Asia (6).

It is perplexing to those involved with the design of escape equipment to learn that one pilot
may eject at a speed in excess of 300 knots and escape reldtively free from injuries, whereas %ncother
may eject under similar circumstances and suffer serious injuries. Fifty-five percent of CF eject~ons
studied occurred at less than 300 knots and seventy percent at less than 400 knots.

This study of each ejection indicated that where maximum use was made of the restraint system

Furthermore, the types of serious injuries illustrate~d in Table III indicate that the position of the
andrthew trime avialtoorpro ejectioni uhmr infcn then ejteedecrased Whileteemyb chaeorcncseeioijries
over the potential injuries as a result if windblast at high Q Forces, o'ur experience has been that these

injuries have been minor in nature and were similar at all Q Forces. Thus, although viindblast has major
injury potential, our evidence points to the inadequacy of helmets, restraint systems or lack of position-
ing devices as mdjor factors resulting in serious injuries during ejection.

abe The high incidence of facial injuries is in our opinion unacceptable. There are helmets avail-
abethat will provide facial protection. However, except in special applications, the expense and

trade-offs, such as visual restrictions and weight of these helmets, exclude them as an item in the
aircrew personal clothing inventory.

The number of aircrew receiving serious injuries is equally disturbing. True, the design and
production of ejection seats is complex and expensive. Nevertheless, to protect our aircrew the ejection
seats should have better leg restraints, and especially, arm and head restraints. The additional cost
would be trivial.

Because we have very few ejections, it is possible that our aircrew become complacent about their
*escape equipment. Aircrew should be (and in most instances are) kept inforiTed of the merits of their

escape equipment, particularly the action they can take to enhance their chances of an injury-free
ejection. But In addition to this there should be a greater emphasis or, the periodic use of the ejection
seat trainer.

Our data indicate that the Dresent ejection seat equipment will perform reasonably well though
with some risk of injuries. The thre.it of injuries is compounded in times of hostility when a crew-5

* . member may be concernedl with escape and evasion following a parachute landing. The ultimate prevention
of injuries during ejection is the elimination of the need for ejection. Until this is achieved, however,
we must be concerned with the protection of the man to the very best of our ability.

CONCLUSION.

The problem of 0ircrew receiving injuries from windblast during ejection may never be fully re-

solved. However, the provision of impro~ved helmet equitxnent and restraint systems combined with an
ejecation. program on all aspects of ejection, can greatly enhance the possibility of escaping injury on

RECOD4ENDArIONS
Based on the CF Accident Statistics Relevant to Windblast, it is reconmmended that:
a. helmet designers and manufacturers produce a helmet that will provide facial protection but

not. at the expense of other requirements;

b. ejection seats have not only leg but arm and bead restraints; and
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c. responsible authorities ensure that aircrew are kept fully informe' on all aspects of ejection
with emfphasis on the use of the ejection seat trainer.
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The patho.-phystaolgial effects of wind blast resulting frala eonvvational and unclear explosions A"e
analysed and related to the effects of wind bleat enocuatered In high-speed aircraft ejectims e nd is air-
barse aircraft bresk..up, and to saw instances of ground iqpat. It is mu~ested that data derived from
atudiec of explosive blast effects may cautribute to the analysis of aircraft acoideate, amA to the

dvlpet of proetiv bequipment o hece*ofhoprformneaircat

On refiection, hwvrItwill be appreciated that the wind velocitiesehc n eecani~ yar
crew who are foweed to eject from current high speed aircraft mVy be asgraorretrhmtoswic
are known to cause lethal or sub-lethal izijuriee in explosive balast. Al" htte aiu sbiir
-iffecta of explosve blast cam be identified with similar effects occurring In airborne hit% speed escape

or during uirtorne break-up of high performance aircraft.
An understanding of tQe patho-phyalology r~esAting from ezplaxons in ex. cay therefore zontribute

to the .Aalysin of injury sustained in certain aircraft accidents, and heoce to the developineat of

In passiug it is worthy of note that the effects of win~d blast can be effectively simulated by the
use of ahock tubes or were by exposure to water drag at appropriately lamr velocities (frye 1961)9
In the saw way that underwater batofc&anbe accurartely reproduced in animalseby exposing thee

to wter'aluvvlof riefdurtio tra hih-pwere waer anno. Rncethefilfo xrmetta
inblast elfects remains open and offers a zatber wide variety of techniques.

Rlast is a general tore used to convey the effect produced when an explosve is detonated in amy
mediUG. Motpdc~ nt implies thoee detrimental change. occurring in an organism whilst it Is

eing subj9c;*d tothe prossuai field produced by an explosion, whether such changes are produced ditrectly
or indirectly by the explosive phemossaa.

This article examinse briefly the physical and petho-physiaolgioal effecta of bleast resulting from
detanaticuse in air. Air bleast ia fuarther nub-divided into bleat from conventional aid from nuclear
explosion.

PUI8CAL FACTOR

* ~Detonation produces a hIgbspeed chemical decompoeition of a saoid or lituid explosive Into Cus.
Almost instuntaneously the space previously occupied by the explosive io filled with #ee and there is

1'release of large amounts of thermal energy. The hot psema.s products develop a very high pressuer which
is transmtted to the surrounding medium and propsgated ils all tirectioma as a shock wave. travelling at
about the "aed of eounct. Typically thim I% a steep-froated vae ricing in a few mioroeeeands ant
decaying over a period of miflliesconds, Jependir4g upon the nabare ot the e3lxplosv and the "edive which
surrounds it. These also di~teruine the character of the shor* pulse and the .~beequient phanmoman.

UPLOSCKSIN I RWX- SeeTable I

j ~These result in:

* I- A pressure pulee which emanates radially from an jxplowvo sawice at the "ped of sound in air.
2. A negative pressure component imdistoly fallawf.ug the pressure risee.
3. Hith tranallent winde which accompany the preasue variations aid whom. direction uW be either

pusitive or negative with reapect to the explasive source.
14. Other effects such as fire and ground shook wbich are major contributions to the exploive da~~.

A pressure gauge sideways-on to a conventional or nuclear explosion will record pressures that rise
almost Instantanecrisly to a maxim and then decay expoueatially with time to renilh a minimu which is
It" than the previous aahant pressure. The time constant is a fumct~an of the typ of &npl~odn and
the range from the ,Voit 4 detonation. For convestional exploafvea wn overpruesure of 100 psi my beI
associated with duratica of 2 a see. and 10 a sec. for charges of 30 and '.,O0O pounds respectively. In
contrast for yields of I kiloton the paws duration io of the crder of 100 mac., and for I msegton of
the order of I sec. TiS is highly significant wham considering blast effects for wbaermas a conventional
OxPlamve pulse traveUllin at 1000 ft./sac. will pasw a given poiat ini I mae., so that the pressure pule*
Is I ft. Is length, that from a kilo-ton explosion might take 100 meew. to pass the same pasnt, represesting
0 Pulsel100ft. in length. go that anobjectIn the path oftheashookwavevwould be subjected to a Ugh
pressure squsese over a considerable period of tise. 1

Use duration characteristics also Sarova the displacement (1tranalatJ-on') of objects by blast winds.
11hort duration averpreesimrea are accomauied by winds of short duration and the period that the blast
winds have to accelerate an object is much shorter than is the case for long duration premures and winds. IIn the latter case such higher displacement velocities .re likely to be attained.

CThis paper was not presented at thc Specialist Meeting, buat is included in the Prectcedings for reference.
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Table I relates wind velocities to the dynomc pressures which they exert upon as object in their
path. It will be acted that an over-pressure of over %6 psi may be exerted an airrorw forced to eject
at Maho I at low level, and it to conceivable that even greater wind velocities could be esmomatered
during ejection from current high performance airaraft, at scoe altitudes. TUe lower wind veloc~tiae
may not so" very alarming but It -as instructive to realize that a burricame of 120 mph exerts a dynamic
preasure of only 0.25 WAi, which emphamises the dsstruwtivoness of oowaratively locw wind over-pressures.

BLAST PRDU DnThU

The biological effects of blast are custamrily divided intos

1. Primary - Ina to madden variation in local pressure.
2. Secondary - associated with the Impact of debris energised by blast, ahock, over-pressure,

blast winds and often gravity.
3. Tertiary - comprising injuries resulting tram gross body displacemet ('translation').
4. ftscollaneaus or indirect, eg thermal injuries riesulting from fire* initiated by hot gases or

damage to structures and material.

All these aspects are of equal Importance to medical crgazaisaticas but this short article will deal
conl with the direct effects. It will examine:

(a) the nature of blast-produced injuries.
(b) development of criteria for predicting different levels of biological responses.
(c) application of these criteria to nuclear explosions.

It. will also indicate how these factors may be related to aircraft wind blast effects.

PRIMARY Z~ TS

Pri mary effects have been defined above as those due to sadden variation in local pressure, and are
worbed to 'the prossure pulse which enamates radially from an explosive source at the speed of sound

ini air'. We have already noted that the wind velocity eucountered in a high-speed air ejection may yellI
bethat of the speed of sound in air and hence the effects of the sudden over-pressure mye be expected

to resemb-1e those. produced by the @bock wave from an explosion. I cannot *lain, however. to possess
evideuco to camfirm this possbility. 7here may. however, be sun present with sore recast sad

Typ~leinal daa eutn rmamde aito in environmental presSUZ-e due to expiceloMs

"Spaling. a efectproduced when a shock wave travelling through one sodium reaches an interface with
anoter n wichthespeed of sound is subetantislly lower. In underwater explosions the shock wave
traellng hrogh hewater at approximately 1450 /esec traverses unimpeded through the tissues, but

there io & negative reflection at the interface with an air-containting cavity across which the shock
wave velocity will be substantially louer (about 1/45th), resulting in turbulence and disruption of the
tissue sdu. Sneruhysmlrefcsare fudin air explosic~s it would appear that the
airborne shock wave accelerates when traversing the tissues bat undergoe*# a similar negative reflection

when it enounters an air-cntailnin body cavity.

In the lungs there may be massive haosurrbag*, especially sub-pleural, rupture of alveoli and theI
formation of sub-pleural bullas. Air escapes into the circulation and travels to the mediastinum,
thence to the heart and asygoe system and results in embolism in various organs of th, body. It is
likely that the central nervous system symptoms of wide~proad brain hasmorrhages observed in~ World War 11
blast victims who had no external injury resulted from air embolism. Air embolism within t~he coronary
arterial system leads to 'syocardial isohasmia and perhaps ja~rdiac failure, a cause of early desise in
many cases of explosure to blast.

laet deaths may result from rulmonarl insufficiency due Partly to the direct effects of the over-
pressure and interstitial hermorrhage, partly to multiple small siabolic foci within the lungs leading to
pulmonary oedema. Comparison of these injuries with thoae of lethal hish sped ejoations would be most
instructive.

WICHDABT KXflCS

Secondary missiles produce a variety of injury including lacerations, contusions, penetrating
wsounds and fractures. depending upon the mass, profile, velocity and angle of impat of the missiles &nd
the area of the body involved. These hae" been the subject of exteavive studies in wound hplliostc
laboratories. Natural sequelas include death of tiasue consequent upon vascular damage d& serious
infection, particularly where anrous cuvities are penetrated. Such typical secandary offteta have been
observed in aircrew when struck hy pieces of acrylic from ruptured canopies. or by pieces of structure
in air-to-air cellisona. They haey also been notled in victims of high speed sutroraft breakup.

?ZTZMARY Z7UCTS

Displacement or translation of the body may result in injury, often gross, either directly due to the
accelerations Iiqprted by blast wind. or indirectly due to the doceleratm resultig from impact with
other fixed or soving objects. The degree of Injury, of course, depends upon the mognitsde of the
accelerative or decelerative forces, the time end distances over which they act, shape, area Md resistance
of impact, and so on. There Is a good deal of information in the literature relating to temasification, of
these tertiary effects, mainly emanating from the Lovelace Founmdation, stich msW well be of Taslu in
attempting to determine aircraft velocities where airorew hve" come into collision with the empennage or
other structure, or with fixed objects in the event of ground impacts.
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MW.0GICAL nu12O*

Biological criteria for blast damage rela.& levele Of U01004 rapne to levels Of VWaIatIo
in the imsediate saviroammest and are establishd by oteervatien at the scmaof aot atal diasstwetm by
anmial and bona experamentation, and by derivation sad extrapolation from experience of related
circumpteaoe such &a airoraft seat ejection. 1h thi vqy a good deal of information baa beem samo~ad

r~~~~bc permits raofal the i penetratiame of be1 slade. famn tip eoiiao pt 0

hriave beest dmade fo lr gelya framatarningfom 0.f th. to 2 p. .aaa, withd n rate of rt reoiise
and fail -t 00 duration of wopesuldre epelted, pertlassicae tat diretlyreateis to boa theocity

anntd aw a risnd Ina fewmiroeconds ind thecyn emoqni& ih sei te ors o

g aressvl againthere mayd be letaliato be pea ots indaicrafte tacint fo pomansamodai10e4.4

(b) E24-entragin Missiles -Bee, Table 3

ASthugie blof mac.oe the hearttio of&1ole ads fapgeent aimpact pve ftlocthes mofpt ora a30 a
fdor lehaleiteen ctheubead and ta goodvelale Fofunforation. Frelain toemel fbsrvotions pradicin
handvpceelote a been as"frgasf~merangieg from05 Sm.e deted at the nowthiptveletofpotcitives

wil 30al -r~ i3pac v./ecits Amxceedin be8 caeeo, avnetrageo I diecbrtly relatedi t 00 goth veoit
and gemals thmandt be srised JA indicationg htfatr.fteupoetdaethmnml

pedclortvoae 2.ceed72 -5 lg. (l f th hea 2.rg"ed) aig naea aao 1 b.i

folloa that impac wtha1lbblnobetivlnghm velocitys in afetra/saee. rmi

Hcereraatinm thr yb eso ob erat ill areraft frcden analoysfois.f5,0 le (a

M o-ertig114g - Sao Table 4

tudecof pacta wInpth ovhard flth hearfaeto determandslenm provbcte: ifaeteal temscral.e am
forle haelenexthaoitedi toe giea and aD godeal o into: f inrlte odul nt od

haed eItmpactiwa alothough crben araed .fro tdo ietda the orvloper of thp plcbt edijrotcaiv

tha themeralgtrese may be takmane as bindoicalicriterat fortratiarybea offteupota.ctedadult heymanly
*awill rmto direct impact veoith iesd flatedirface, and.doenot taveae intoaourtim textumbding whic iS.,o
* ~ o~w c haar macteri wif boia 10aplab. byun objact Inovinga o these veaaocities nor gcenerallyn waillemidtha

the skll fth7re In forthertiarys bkul efractur shldlb raeedI fro at leant 50%.* of5,0 latte f(gur xa

Snterpietais of Imaicratswt ahordenlt ourfinate logia detrieLvelo cititeofproteotvera euipmat amine
topewith very hiom etapelaed tjotgive an (wit theloitiy fof theg deama of cekhlee.I e

liemey ethatph olactiofs alttougecruaae cabin will orer more andhose thliabe tobeae veiclery ofnth
sincethae Utbut in the preset frqetdeminantoftanltoal clmtlhr r ieyt etmaliy nata which woln havme t
thaite thoe iueastm bexp takiesa ikoi crwpottiv evice compaetibe wiathe effectsve arowr tef hey fone
andl ao dircmt impacti awpith to rigidw flatssrae and doreot training. acuttetubigwihIcharcteistc o boiesdlayao~ byblat wnds Forthi resonIt o nw geeraly oncdedtha

the L trsodfrtrir lsafet hudberie ya es 0LTelte iuei

yrb;a wero~sicfr imla efetsi arcaf aciens
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I believe there are useful lessom to be learned from the foregoing and if this brief ainry
succeeds in stimalating saew thomght in this direction mW purose will have been aaccolqised.

%in presentatiom Is derived from my article in the Joarsal of te Royal Navel soientific
Servioe, Volume 29, No ), 1974 which via based largely upon the work of the Lovele Foundatio.
and particularly upom the air-bleat data borrowed from Paprs by C 8 White. Other information
ham been derived froam my o work am the desL of protective helmets and on aircraft esooape,
and also from a variety of papers momy of which are classified and hence cannot be referenced here.
Howeer I as confident that anymw wishing to follow-up the work will bae little difficulty in
locating further Informaties.

TAILS 1. TAM 2.

APPRONAT, R 1ATICIMP DEW= DIMAJUU PUSUJME TUWATIVZ CRITZRA FO PXDIR KAN T -IXI
AND urn VZ=CT~g CZM~UAM FOR SA LEYL
CCODMMINS (adapted from C & White) (Ad•pted from White)

Vax overpressure in pi Vind velocity in mph Critical organs Related
' ___________ or event sax-pre"Lme (psi)

0.02 40
0.1 70 Lung damage threshold 150.6 '160
2. 1Le1thalityl threshold 30 -42
8 470 50 42 - 57

16 670 58-80
4,0 95-00

125 100 rdru failure 5

TA=E 3. -- I
TUITATIVI CRITERIA FOR EECODAR KiAN? UIaT

(Adapted from White et al)

Crtal Related velocity for
or event ¶0-gm glass fr• • oeut

&in laceration:

Threshold 50
Serious wvunati

ft•sh' old 100

50 percent 180
Near 100 percent 300

TAM-E 4.
TIM 311103 OF IMPACT VILOCIIE A11CIAM) WITI

WEPRIJIAL flAM!UU (? TIM HUXAN MMLU
(Adapted from White)

Approx. Approx.iabrfaoue
impact elucity heigtof in
velo4tiels i o sbject percatft/les n hrin. mblt lo~

13. 5-14.9 9.3 37 9 19
15-16.9 10.9 48 10 22
17-18.9 12.2 61 12 26

19-20.9 13.6 75 11 24
21-22.9 15.0 91 4 9

Total 46 100

Nisamm velocity with fracture - 13.5 ft/Mo (9.2 mph)
-- 6A+i+J7 vIw b tmatre - 22.8 ft/eo (15.5 mph)

wsdsm velocity without fractore - mustated.

*i1



CtA71l MUTUA FOR IMIwRza SLAM D1ZCT

(Adapted from White et 41)

Critical nrgan Related impact
Cr *wsst w'alocity

t Total body t

Mostly "Ufao" 10

Lethality threshold 20
Lethality 30 percent 2

lathalit7 near-100 percent 30

601 fracture:

mostly "safe" 10

Threshold 1r3
50 percent 18

Nar 100 percent23

1cOhmannd at al (1961) 'A shock tube utilimed to produce aharp-rising overpressures
of 400 msam duratioa and its emp.lycent in biomedical experiments'.

Aeroemp. Ned. .; 997-1008

' 20 Richmond et al (1962) Aormp•. M~od. Ut 1-27
3. Fryer (D I (1961) 'lbs effects upon anm of expoeue to high ra press"* loads'.

lying. Pore. No. Cttoe. tsp. 1167 July 1961

4. white C 8 (0961)'Riological effects of bleast'.
PA&A 1271, Defense &Wort Agency, Washington 25, D Dec. 161.
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RESUMtE

Leitude prisentie port* sur 256 4jections done lea Forces Airiennes Jrangaimos,
rkportios wuitre 1960 et 1974 at rialimsee A des vitecess comprises entre 0 at 750 noeuda.

Lea rioultata atatistiquea globaux donnent

-47 ijectiona inortellea (18 %),
209 of riusaies (82 %), il: pilate errivant vivant mu aol mans tenir

compte des bleasursa iventuelica qu'il pr~sente)

-130 coo.quea (51 %) at 30 mosques (15 %) perdue A l04jection.

L'snalya's plum dotaillie dos ioectiona effectuiea au-d~soua do 400 naeuda
(2.3 cam) montr* quo Los effete du souffle apportent une accentuation invortanto dos d4g~ts

caus~s aiux personnels at aux iquipement.. do t~te. Lao paurcantage des wartin rests do 18 %,'I m&im celui des blesaam eat do 78 % contra 35!% dana Is statiatique g~n~ralo at celui do I&
pert* des iqulpements do 78 % pour le* camques at do 40 % pour lam mosques. Dann un saul
cos, Ie pilots met *arrivi indemnn au sol. Les 16sions rencontr4ea vont do las imple occhy-
some aux arrachesant;a cas mambrs..

Cas donakeem correspondent approximativement a cellos des atatietiques des
Armiea do l'Air bEtr..ngires.

Done ba~aucoup diaccidents, 11 West pas toujourm possible do faire 14 part
entre lee lumiona d~aes ou souffle proprement dit et call*& qui ant dos causes muascitee,
v~oire indeter-iimes.

Trois cam particuliers ap~cialement dhmonstratifs dam effete du souffle so-
rant aflalysem on ditchl.

I NTRODUCTION

Llovacuation d'un avion an dkmroaee au mayan d'un si4go 6jectable offre on-
*core do nombraux dangers at engendra un taux non negligoable do blesaurem do tautes mar-
* too. 11 sent clairement d~montr4 qua ia phasea chant do l'.jection propromant dite au

d~ploiesient du parachute set do loin I& plum dilicote, source do pr4o do 70 % dam 1.-
*ions. La vitamin. au moment do I'abandon do bard met uns caume importanta, desn l~sions.I
En effet d~o so, sortie do llaironef l'nenmenble siage-pilate vasom trouver place b-urn-
quament dona wi miliou qul as d~place par rapport A lut A I& vitoama relative do Ilavion
au moment do 114yacu5~ation Lenaaemblo slige-pilote set sinai soumia A aiim force qui vs
dipendre do as forms, do @a aurface d'exposition, do Is vitaese at do Is mass* spicifi-
quo do I'mir. La force exercam par cotta preacion dynamique set donzi~e par Is relation

F 5!i V2 CX

-mamas opocifiquo do l'air.

5 a surface du mtobilo.

V - viteamo carrigee.

*x coefficient do train~e (variable melon I& forms do ltobjet).

Los effete our 1lu corps liumain ou courm des kvacuatiorte i jrande vitesse oet
* emmentiellement due ou vent relatif. En d'autrom tormos, maul* compte Is vitamin. corni-

&sA dui mobile.



Ainsi tine force conoidirablo pout sloxorcer pendant tin temps rolati~vement
court ouir lionsomble li~ge-piloto ot occoslonnor ouir 1'organlsu. humain molt direct*-
mont soit lndirectouiont dos lhsions graves voire mortolles. Si lion admet quo Ia our-
face du co~pl* siigo-piloto eat voiaino do 1 02 at quo 10 coefficient do train&* oat
volsin do Is i uno vito... corril'o do 500 n'ojuds tin %*am*o ur son m14g. eat mounis
A tine force* d'envlron 4.500 kg/rn5 . Uum tell* force* do tvatnko conduit A tine d&oi6l4ra-
tion extr4imoment rapid* ot si pour un* ratson au tine autre %in mombre oat projeti our
10 cht6 du .14g. Io simple calcul noum poruot do ronaire coupte do Il'aplitude do.
charges do flexion appliqu~s A co sombre at dlozpliquor lea l6sioiam murvenant.

Nous avona effoctui A cot of tot uno 4tude portent our 256 6jections r6ali-
&&so dons lea Forces Airierinea Fran eaisog &u -riurs do coo quinine dorniirom *=&*a.
(1960-1974) pour dos vitossom comprises ontro 0 at 750 noetids.

I - STATISTIQUIC GENSRALE

Los rimultats otatistiques globaux donilant

147 6Joctions unrtellem (environ 18 %
* 209 6jections ritsiasle (environ 82 %

On entend par 6jection riummie 1. fait quo ise pilot* arrive vivant au sob
K sans tenir compto dos blemauroo 6ventuellos qulil priaents. Dana notre cam cosotegmu-

roes,do nature plus ou moins grave, apparalmsent dons 3514 dec 6jectiozas.

Low digAta causis aux 6quipowonts sont important. aurtout on co qul. conoernii
l'enseebli, do t~te, cleat &insi quo 130 fola (51 %) I* canque a 6t4 perdu et 39 fola
(15 %) 10 aerre-tlto et Is masque ant Atfi arrachim.

AC in do diterulner lea effots du aouflle nous &von* repr-is et analym& plum en
ditall 23 doemiers d04jections offectuiem A dos viteease 4gales o.. supiriourem A 400
noeuds. Los rimultato statiatiques Slobaux indiquont tino notte ýAccontuation dos digata
causia aux porsonnels et aux 6quipements do tite. Suir 33 ijectiona 11 Y a 4 tu&m, 18
blessis ot tine souls fola I* pilots oat arrivi indomne au aol. La ports do. 6quipe-
ments do tOte eat important*, on offet I@ casque a 4t6 perdu 28 foii, 1* merro-t~to
et marque 10 Cola blen qulil no soit abooltiment peax possible do roller directemont
cette part* A l'lmportance do I& v.-tosmo.

Do tell** donniom correspondent approwitsativement a cellos dos atatistiques
itrangires. Le pourcentago do. ijeotiona au-doesue do 400 nootida (9 % dans notro at*-
tiatique) seat copondant ligirament suprin4ur .a colul rencontri dons 19U.S. Navy et
U.S. Air-Force en temps do paix (6 % dos 6jections).

II - LKSIONS ulRSERVZS

L16tude anglytiquc montre des bisiona trio diffirentes entre lea abandons do
bard offoctuem a basso vitease et coux offectuis i trim grand* vitemse. Los al~sons
observee. tore dos 4jections A grand* vitesse mont souvont causeso socus Ileffet do la
force oxeri.4 par I. vent relatif.

Dana besucoup diaccidents 11 noeat pans toujourm possible do faire Ia part
* ~qui revient aux 1emions due# aui souffle proproment dit ct cellos dues A dos causes

associiem voirs indetorwininia. Cependant cortaines bbessurea plus apecifiques, a boca-
lisation prod..s, peuvent &tr* attrlbueos A Ileffet do Is force airodynamique du vent

* relatif di. 1& sortia do bconaomble slige-pilote do l'avion. &11em vont do I& simple
acchymose facials A llarrachoemnt d'un sombre avoc sort.

-Porto do connaismance.

La portaide connaismancoeoat tin symptoms quo lion ren'rintre souvont lore dos
4joctions a 'grand. vitosse (4j caour 23) dons notre 4tude. 3110 dure quelques macon-
dos,parfoin plus, I* pilot, meo reprenant sea *sprite qulune (aim sumpendu au bout do
son Parachute. Au cours d~uns enquite un pilot. raconte lea falts suivants :14 lda I
sortie do Ilavion je reasons un coup do voxnt extrimmeont violent contra I* visage, J'ia
aenti quo Jo wourraim an tournoyant ... onsuito jimi vu amia plods, l& tache dOecume

* laiosee par won aviott st muon masque A oxygine qul pondalt 1Jo nlai Jamal. vu I* mseag
at Jo nlavaim pans 1. rideati a Is main".

-Los 16sions cutaneom at musculairom.

Dana Plus do 70 % dos cam lam aujets primentent dos lisiona cutanios do type
ecchymotique our lox diffircntsm regions dua corps luprimant aui niveati du thorax e'. dos
membroos uperiours dos traces do pression at do friction importanto du harnaim oti dam
band** plus oti mains itonduos ligorement ecchymotiques avoc do petite* suffusions humor-
ragiquea ot dos p~tichles (10 com dons notre statiatique). Los lisions &out parfait*-
mont nottes au niveau do Ia face at mont acoumpagniom do plalem (16 cam), do petites

* homorrag~ili sous-conJonctivaloo (10 cam) avoc parfols tin oodime palpibral plum oti molne
accentu6 (3 cam).

-Losyl~iom musculaires diffuses avac dos himsatomes plus oti mains itendus,
lea courbature geialio6o,4 mont Ia r~gegsot persistent pendant plumleurs jours

* (iS cas).



-Los lJisions pulmonsairem

On a pu observer 2 cam do bleat pulmonaire l'wi relativement b6nin avoc

signes cliniques (sensation dlktouffement, haletemont, g~ne rospiratoiro) ot oignes
radiologiquos (imiages iigeoant aux base* pulmonaires) l'outre mortal avec sign** an&-
tomo-pathologiques classiquou(ufsin l~oars htorgonchat ooimeAo 1
topsis). - Los lesions traumatiqu::onb l~liehsorgo todu 'u

vont do laLsimplebcontuso iu etrrscomn d aoaI:ro a uato du Mkombre sup6-
0 riour stobservo do temps en temps. Rn *fi'ot sous l'influence du souffle un do# bras

tenant 1. rideau out projeti vero I~ qrriare at I. haut. La combin~ison do co mauv*-
ment realise un point do friction gt'ression our l'aissollo ot l& face interne du
biceps et rn*.ralno uno violento dou.Lour do l'4paulo ot du bras qui pond viar.10 I*

logdu corps. Tout ossai do mobilleation d~cloncho alarm une vivo doulour copondant
lmrdifigraphiusno~t~ motrntrn suet d6son oiamanouse,~s Im n d tur cas &sees rap~ids-

wont et I& mobilitA oat r6cupirie en quolques jours.

A la suite d'une double 4joction A uno vitoose voisine du son i un. %ltitude
ootim666N5.0O0 i 10.000 pied. lea doux rescapus ont pr6ment& entre autro do* 14sions
do* mombres infirioure luxation do& doux gonoux pour 1* pilots ot luxation du gonou

gauche ot fractitre (Au f6mur droit pour Is navigateur. Does lea deux cam il y a euj rup-

tiesu du g fra.Ctours noinbro&ot fonscutants au, phlusineudu souffle. dos genube ant4,

travaiII6 ~ ~ ~ SATSTQU onrtto GLn a omn uk ociALK iueI ~hi ede ia

ment la~rax iterne. & Lism CTi0ZJ du Ejectinseu fracurc done npeie.

manqUimS do ustn ds am**
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III - OBiSERVATIONS PARTI...ULISRESrA l~aid* do 3 coo particuliers trio dimonatratifs nous &Ilona reconstituar
l*@ m~canismee physio-pothologiques des lesions, grALe aux t~moignagem, aux 6tudes
thioriques, auu ca3.cule do trajoctoire, A l1'xamen des iquipements (siege, vatements do
vol. p~rachute, canot), aux cliches radiolutiquoa ot aux donnT16s do l'atitopsio.

OBSERVATION 1

a) circonstancom do l'accidtnt.

Au court d'uno mission dlontralnemont A l'interception, uno collision avec
uin autro avion as produit a une altitude do 20.000 pieds ot A mach 0.9. Le pilot* res-
sent ufl choc trio violent, ponmant i une explosion il d~cido do aeljouter. 11 assets
dlattrapor 1. rideau du li~go Martin raker maim no pout lover I& main~ gauche on raimon
do@ mouvement: dioijdonn~m do l'avion, il e6ussit copendant A saisil, la poign"o haute do
Ia main dro to ot i firer, l'Ajection re. produit. Immediatoweont il ressont une douleur
au nivoau do Ia colonne vert~bralo, un souffle trio violent at une sensation do gino,
d' 6Ltwrffmont, do respiration macc~d~e, dlhalAtomatnt. L'6quipoment do tOte oat arrach6.
Apr.. quolques sensations brivos do rotations I& descents stobilimie a lieu ot let at-
quencog at'tomatiqqueslmeffeCtUent norualamont. Le parachute pilots sao diploie A uno &I-
tituute dienviron 6.000 plods, le choc A l'ouvorture r~vaillo 1& douleur vort~brale. La
descent* mo tormine our um terrain trims aocidenti et I. pilots ressent do nouveau uno
violento douleur vert~brale.

b) Kxsason doe l4sions.

Lo pilots trio choqui, souffrant 6normiment. respliant dirficilement, pri-
sent*. A l'oxaaen externe doe plate& multiplwo do Ia fact avec acchymovos ot p~t~chieu.

Los clichin radiologiqiame indiquent:

- au niveau pulmonairo, do& image& typiquos do blast jpulmanalr. ei6geant aux deux bases
affectant un aspect omphysimateux,

-une fracture testament importants do D6 avec l6sions probabloc do D5ot D7 6
c) gxamep doe 4gutpemonts,

L~e si~g. .a*w pu Atre retrouv6. l'socident eyont ou lieu au-daewss d~une r6-
Sion truso mantagneuoo ot tool&*.

Auclin ronseignemont compluuontaire n'a, pu igalousent &t4 apport4 par loexamma
den vAtements do vol et du gilet do sauvotaso. car 11. ont 6t4 d~coupis lure do l'hospl-
talisation du bless&.

4) R~econstitution do Tiaccident et mlecanisem pathologicquo dom lfisions.

A la suite du t~noignage du pilots, do diff~rents calouls, 11 out possible
do reconstituor lea Av~nowonts.

L& d~cision d'Ajection par 1n pilot* a Ati prime aux onvirono dr 20.000. 11
a14jeute A 15.000 pied& A I& vitesce 4. 0,9 mach - vitoss. corrigee ~470 noeuds. D~u fait
m~mo do i^ configurdtion disordonnio do l'avion, do In positiun "en catastrophe,, du pi-
lats au moment do 104joction I1l l~siun traumatiquo vert~brale survient au d~part du
siig*. Clest d'silloure A am moment IA quo Is pilats ressent me doulour. Dim I& sortie do
Is t~t4' du sti4,i I. protection facial* par Is rideau masque 6tant insuffimante du falt
do Is traction dymxym~trique du rideeu, 114quipoemnt do t~to oet arrachli notil lieffet
du souffle parts do Is caquatllo, du *errs-t~te ot du masquo qui out sectiannA au nivsal
supirieur do le cbenille. gn olfot Ja pertie sujArieure du corps du pilots a iti mounts
i uns prossion dynamique d'onviran 450 mmillibars.

Coai pormet d'expliquer d'uno part I& murvenue d'un blast pulmnsnare at
fitautro port lea plaies facisals qul peuvent Atre due# sait a liarrachoonnt du casque
at du wacqua salt A Is force aerodynamiqua.

i OIISEJVATION 2

a) Clrconstances do lfaccldont.

Lore d'un exercieo do poursuiteoeffectu4 par une patroulileo au-dessue do I&
mar, Is leadur pord contact avec son 4q~iapier, lea 6laments do vol sont Is* sisivants I
altitude 15.000 pieds, vitoase 390 noeuds. Quolques instants apris I. loader en virago
igauche aperroit prosqu~on-dessuum do lui unr garb* an cours do dissipation qui lais**

place A uno tAcho vorto parfaitoemnt rondo d'onviron 50 mm. do diammitre, i1 descend ot
volt Is canot puaeuinatique A un6 0imaine do mi~rom A 14o t~riour do Jr oache* u /

Lo langoura invoyos cur place decouvrent fat canat inc AU in/
immaors4. La sangle do liaison descend yore Ise pilots qui *at rotrouvi d~c6dA, attache
par son harnais tote dirl.gue vera In surface, sans 4quipomment do Otot, bran et jambes
emmu1lou dana lee amasposteaa Moo West no" sonflA.. acmbinelson at pantalon aknti-G d4-
ohiaris at sans ohaussures

b) Exammen don lmiaona.
Le aujot pmasento do nombacuses8 occhymoc.em avoc p~tfichiba au niveau do I&

raco ot do thorax avee pradominsuoos'A faullao. livj a luxation Au rw%4A gx.uube ot. dim-
jonctiona do In eymnphyse pubionne Iiis a un icartl aoniet avec plate prufondo et large
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du pirin~a ot himorragie importante.

Laviuoduoaahtep~o dog dtchirures ot dos birultaros 14Aares

Los ffes d vo sot odoomags :dachirurea dos jambes droito at gaucho
do s crsbnaion trits abenc doI&jamb@ droite du pentalon anti G et d6chirure

Binqopriv6 lnorain pr6cieuses tolles quo la vitesse, at 1'alti-
tude dtjcin e ~ogae ulaelloxamen dos l~sione ot du mat6riol ant

perim 'Amttr do-hyothmesourleacirconotancos do cot accident.

Llaion& prcui I sufac dol'oau sous wig incidence proche do 901
tacho parfaitoment rondo. LIhjoction stoat faits prim do I& surface do l'eAU, environ
1800 plods A Vitoese 6levio, impossible i pr6ciser, mais trio sup~rieurs i 4&00 Kt, vu

It~titde n pou4do l'avion.

Le ec~hyomoss multipl*6 do Is face at du thorax montront quo l'.joctiost
a dd ase faire sane 1s protection du ridoau, lour graviti 1l4#a. 4 llarrachement do Ilen-
memblo do l14quipoment do Otst montas quo l'Ajection a dd x,. faire i grande vitosse.

L'4cart4lowent set I& cono~quence d~un wouvement dos jambes yors l'exti-
riour at were l'arriaro ot indique Ia non officienco pour uno raioon ind6torwinks dui
systimo do rappel dos Jambes au soment do llbjao~ion.

Ltabsence dlautr~s l6sions tend £ montrer quo llimpact A l'arriv6e sur
Il'au astoa fait parachute ouvert nor~malelsont.

tntin Is& d6t6rioratione do 1& vallure Atant minimos, J.louvorture a done
du as produiro dane Is domains al~utilimstion. du parachute.

Paz-mi Lee hypothasos 6chaffaudioa sur Is dirculement do It4jection nous ro-

I* pilots dicide do s'Ajector et actionne I& commands louts, 1s miago part, lea
rappela do jambe no jouent pas lour r~le. Dam I& sortie do Ilonsemble siige-piloto sous

L'importance dos l6sions ou otrd lvosufme ixpqo I
mort du pilots. L'autuposi qui ua. malheurouuement pas 4tf pratiqu~o surait permis do
Is Qzoafirser.

ODSZMVATIOS 3

a) Circonstancee do lletccident.

Au coure dwin retoarnement do combat a partir do 30.000 pisda, l'avion so
sot en piq%46 A 70" pour une raloon indktorain~e. Veo n. e altitude do 15.000 piids

jiageant compte tenu do sam vitesso (mach 1,2 - 6)0 notudo), qu'il n'avoit plus I& pos-
uib il it d'oftectuor uns reasouros, 1 pilots a prim I& d~mcisoin do sl6jecter. Hile a
fou ou moven do 1. poign~e haute 10 mi~go sleet m6par6 do l~avion A ltaltitudoe sti,6o
do 9000 plods 4t une vita&&* corrig6o do 690 nosuds.

Los i6quences automatiquom do l'6joction alitant offectuies normlilenient, lo
parachuto-pilots Oesot d~ploy& A uno altitude approximative do 3500 pied*. La descents
so tormino drns un petit -Stang 41 500 mitre@ do Itimpact .ivlon. Lo pilots a (,ti rotrouv6
d6c6d6, fLottaut. A I& surface. La jambe gaucho arrachie eat rotrouvis i 300 mitres do
l'6tang. '

b) Doecrijr.:on do. 16a'ions.

Loameon extorne wontro

-dos l6mions do I& face (fracture du uzAs occhyuosew p~riorbitairvs bilati-I

-doe fractures dos doux hum~rus,
- tan abdomen ouvert avec 6visciration partiolle du bassin,
- un, arrachoemnt du mombro int6rieur gaucho au nivoau do ltarticulation

macro-iliaque,
- dos fractures 4os deux fimurzs dont auu ouverte A droit..

Ltoxamen radiologique post-mortom a mis on ividence lea l~miuns suivantog

- une fracture oultifragmentairo du tiers noyan d* l'humerum droit,
- uns fracture du col chirurgical do Ilhumerua gauchoe voc luxation do. la Ott

hunfirale,
- une fracture transversal* sane d~placomont du corps dos 2 onioplatos,
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- une luxation sterno-claviculairo gauche,I - uno fracture do D6 taggoment latiral gaucho,
-une fracture-luxation du &scrum avec disjonction des daux articulations
socro-iliaques (rotation do 900 du sacrum) at disjonction do Is, oymphyse
pubienne,

- une fracture smyutrique du tiers imoyen des doux f6mw-a,
- sane fract~re do Is stylolde du VO mitatarsion gaucha.

La radiographic pul&onaire montre dos opacit6a arrondies osa ovalaires A con-
tours flaus et eatompis, pr~doininant emsentiallomcnt au nivoau des bases.

L'autopsie nous a rivJ~i& en particulior ou niveau des poumons des marbrureso
important.. avec himorragiom an surface, san aspect emphymemateux, ood~matsuz. A Is

coupe lea lobes mont crtipitants, roo~m, spOuseu at oodhmateux.

Nous avons not& san infarcismewvent des lob** supirieur et inf6rieur do chaque
poumon. Llexamen histologique a conclu a des lisions d~odn pvlaonaireosur un fond
d'alviolitos catarrhalos at h~uorragiquen ou stade aigu,

L'cxamen du piritoine, do l'&piploon, des intestins, du misentare, do I& rats,
do Ia vossie, do Is prostate at du p~nis n~a psa Stre pratiqu&, car cog organes out K

disparsa A llivimceration. Y

evdneLos examen* histolosiquem du carveau at do I* maclie ipiniar* ns mattont pan on
r iviencedo lesions pathologiques.

c) Kxamens des iguipowents.

Los deformations trim i-sportazstes constaties loin do 11examen du siige sont
dues aux offeta do 1'impact our san sal dur. La structure du siege avait At& sousmia aua-
paravant aux contraintem mivires do l'Ajection i grand& vitesso. 11 sat toutefois fonda-
mental do mauligner qu'ellos n'ont on nion affecti i* diroulomeat normal des o6quences
autonatiques do li6jection.

Le fait essential A retenisa doen l'examen d~ve iquipements-siige eat I& porte en
cours d~ijection des deux jarretiirem des serro-jambes dont une souls a it& ra~trouvko
plusiours jours sprain l'accident, rampue aua niveau do l& baucle do serrage, a 7 cog do
llextrimite du bout mart.

Los vitenonts do vol mont trio ondowmrg~s :couture du blauson do cuir 6clatio,
pantalon anti-G, combinaimon do vol et sousa-vitements dichiria ot on partie arrachis.

d) Reconstitution do Ilaccident at mecanisao physi',-patholozigues des l6mions.

A 1& suite des timoignagox, des 6tudem our simulatosar Mirage a t des cal-
culs do trajectoire ii eat possible do fixer lea paramitres A Ilinatent oil Ia dicigion
d'ejection a i~t6 prime par i* pilots altitude 15.000 pied&, nombro do Mach. 1,2 - vi-
too&* corrig6s 630 noeuds.

La miss i fou du siege a iti realise. par traction sun I& poignec haute. L.16-
jection automatique do lo verriiro a iti normal*. Lonquite a etabli quo 1s sonrage
desi sanglem du harnals oat insuffisant. Le carect')re dyasymetrique do Is fracture oat dd
it wse mauvaiss position du pilats at I& Iksion traumatique survient au d~p~rt du siege.

Toutes lea autres lesionxs urvionnent quaii-simultaniment et mont duos au souf-
fle. Des Ia sortie do la tito du aiege, Is ridoau at la partic sup~rioure du corps du
pilots *st soumis a une pression dynaimique ligirement superioure it 1.000 millibars. Do o I
fait le ridoasa a it6 projet6 on axriirer ainei quo los bras du pilot.. Ainsi Apparaiseent
lox fracture* do Ithumrus druit, In fracture luxation do l'huntirus gauche, lea fractu-
rcs des omoplatos at Is disinsertion aterno-clsviculaire getiche. Simultaniment loensoui-
ble do tito a it& arrachi, ce qui a permis d'obmerver des lesions do blast rencontr6on
au niveau dos deux roumons.

Pour le* leuions des membres infiriours et l'arrachoment du mombro infiriour
gaucho, ii gamble qu'il on gait do mime. En offot, a l'6jection du niige, il io produitI
un mouvement sywetrique des jambes vein l'oxtiriour, catte hypothaiset i~ii a
lam omprointos rotrouvies dons len logements des embouta coniquos eux *angles do rap-
pel des jsrretiircs..

La jorrotiier gaucho n'aurait pas accompli son office do waintian do Ia jambe
trim probablement i cause do ma rupture (&n effot uno jarratiire & it& retrouvee rompue
au-deli do la position do merrago, maim ±1 Wea pu Stre dietrmin6 ji cello rotrouvfie itait
1* gauche ou Ia droito). La jambe gaucho sat alarm projetis vera' liarri~ro at vers 10
haut A hauteur du "connector" *t heurte au niveau du femur le montant lateral gauche du
dossier du siege. Rn effet on retrouve I& chenille d~oxygene ecrasee et on parties ec-
tionnie par Is montant gaucho et Ia plaquette do fixation du "connlector". Los radiogra-
phies montront l'aspect particulier de 'ýa fracture avec rotation on dedans du fragment
interiour.

Liamplitude do ce wouvement do Ia jambe vors Il'xtnieiur a At& rondu possible
par Is dislocation lombu-sacro-iliaque ot Ia jambe gaucho qui nWest plus rotonue quo
par lea tissus musculaires eat arrachee par Ileffet du souffle qui eat alors suffisant.
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La similit~ude do fracture du f~inur droit. implique uan precessus identique et
fait ponser quoasi Is jorroti4ro droito a reampli sea office do rappel. do Is jamb* on
dibut d*6jection (ouprointes done Its logements des *about@ caniqtaes) @a teaus ult4-
rioure route 1nd6tsr..tn6a, maim laisue supposor une rupture des doux JosrretihArn sous

i'off1t oa t int6ressazat d'6valuor 1ea efforts subis par Is sombre iaf6riour du. pi-

late au moment do I& nortie du siego do I* cabin*.

I* calcul tb6orique a peruis do prdiciser quo 4A~ns coo conditions 1. uembra
£nfirieu~r 4u pilot* avait 4t4 sounis A unt force de 855 Kg, ce qui permat d'expliquar

lea dhformations aubios par 1. systi'me do retonue des jambes, Iea fractures at arrache-

sent des ucabres.

COCUSION.

V ~Les effete du souffle au cours des &Joc'.ions A greado vitemss provoquent dos
d~gAte important. eussi bion cvi: personnels qu~av wat6riel. Los blessuros rencontr6ow

* eon dehora des lesions olsassiquos sent plum ap6cifiqiaas at provionneat woit do l'efiat
direct soit do 10effet indirect do Ia force a~rodynaaiquoe xerceo our I* carps humain.
Au-d*al do 400 nomads t11. pout atteindre plumioura ton-se at permat ainsi dazxpliquer
llcrracboinent do l'6quipoment de tAte, lea 16sions do la face, I** traumatisse. groves
des newbres aup6riours at inf6rieu~rs (luzatioas-fractures), lea d~isjonctiona artiaslal-

roe et sa&" parfait l'anrrsboment d'un omebro.

La miss a fey do siige 4jectable par I& poign~e haute assure dans 1. majoritA
de~cam non seuleoent ass protection efficace du visogo par 1t rideau-smanqua mais Agal*-

mant usc position correct* qui offro uno moindro prize cv vent relatif. L'utilisation
d~un systime officace do rappel at do maintien des jombse contre 1s baqua~t du saig.

* 'avire indispensable.

Cependant come nous It mantra l'eibservation No 3 ou-delA do 600 nosuds, 1s
domain* d1utilisation du si~go eat d6pasn6 et lea systAmo. do protection devienaant
ineffi.cacos. Ainsi we trouv* poo4 I* preblime 4a I. conception et do I& fabrication'1 do* oystimes officacae do maintian do 1& t~te, du bust., doe bras et~doa jambes do
l'utilizateur. L'amilioration des performances du siiga assurant une stabilisation ouar
trajectoire kvitant Iee baasculemants et lea rotations intempestivem, teleisque It rAsh I.
.. e n*si~ge i fusie *at indispensable.

qusados0 examens cliniquan des liciona, des radiographien, et do l0exnamn des 6quipe-

pas do visualiser lea lsistns amsi qui jove uss r~le non nigligoabls dons loexplication
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WD ILAT: PROTXICK ?OR TH? RFAD BY
NZAM OF A IANPC HOOD

J M Rqne
Proourement hxecutive, Ministry of Dofenc

Inginoemrin PtVsios Department
Royal Aircraft Ketablishment

?arnbarough, Hants

i
It h zora sh that in whrtime operptdone there is a high
probability of airst havjnt s to eject at low level and

nt treponie opatd and there sny be little ohanse s pf
he e n er stin • a orf fpvoute ble cnditiens for ecapoe by

ai duerxso chag• g forwe d spe. d for altitude.

tdWind tunnel eeperiments and operationah exS rlten te ihow
that murrent hso ne s are urally lost on exposure to

a irspeosfe e 35• 0 to 500 kt.

This paper hives an account of ecxpri lonts that have beln
done to pro ya th i fearib.lity oweProtiotsn s the head teoa
expotu th fac fom Or e to blast b n and ooally roroted
fabrec hood.th

Thfse exi. erimt nta &how that such e hood plated over the
face of e dummy test subjeit d epes the h its effectively
fn exposure to blast, and prevents tho lost of even simplehelmt asomblios at least up to each 1.

,.. X•NTR 0ICT IO'

There are a number of ways of proteoting eAroreo from the offseot* of exposure to blast during *$Cape

atd air npeeds u to Mash e . One of these attthept full protection efor trorew, and in its developed form'Is to be found as an ejeoteble note or crew cowpnrtnent in the USA? V1ll strike-aircraft. The device is

extremely complex and expensive so one io naturally drawn towards th doverelom•At of ifultier consents.
Tyvicsal of uch ideas is the rigid helmet io th a n f utoim tially closing l nd e ealind visor as in the tok 5
helmat now under development for the Royal Air forae. However, it is suA.ated thnt the usn o! a strong
fabric faescagreen or hs su ight well provide a yet situler o4 cheaper wdolution to the nroblea. The idea
of usein a fabric overa to frotect the face from exposaa re to blhat ia. The noew and a version has beon
e lcorpmrate od in arin Beker seats for c arl y years. Unfortuintoly at 1 sy high air o paeds the Martin Bakert
face-blind is unusable becauso thf oad d ar e lose t oe on t he back e cihrino handle and the a cam
subjesated to te r hio flailing. It is now the practice to use the seat pan handle rather than the blind forejection.

S• It appears thpat the eff'eotiven~ss of the face-blind depends on its being hold down. Unfortunately

failure to keep a trip on the firint hantle ailows the wind to strip the blind expofine the face to blast
and allowing the loss of the protective helmet.

This pab er n iseeeebu the develoop ent of a fabric hood designed to overcoje these diis icultdes in that
it is autoastifally ericted into nositiond sat it lower ah as that on exaosur. to theairstream it drapes the heaA.

FARLy IIISTCRY3 -

Some years ago a full pressure suit for hi.&h altitude operations was developed at the RAF.. The head-•-

enclosur e an e unauthodox (e p igure 1) in that it ts made from r ibbetised silk, terylene t loth and
aelicau and ins operable awth r the fashion of a alsm shell or hase bal . The hea t dale so the a svala by apair of hinged metal hoops which carried a gras pressure seal and mechanical looking device. In the open

ondition the ftbrit hood d olded un and the hpon a resstem. of tHe wearer. The a lmanti
Sbshell helmet could be treated and closed automatically within C 160 n s by c aned of o par of inflatableo' tubes attached to the hines.

• ~ The form of this helmet suggested that it might in principle make the basai of a device for protecting

the head from exposure to blast. Clearly, in thqse circumstances only the front half of the oleo shell
would be needed, but the meta hoop would be an unacceptable hazard during ejection, so it would have to be
replaced by a stiff non rigid device such "s a shaped tuhular pneumatic frame.

SSTO•TAO AnD MCTION

, ~Stomp@ and ereotion of the proposed anti blast hmod are secondary to its protective function, but
•because of interaction with other aspects of nan/equipment assomblies a great deal of" the availiable effort,

S; was deoyted to the development of the pneumatic system. However, because the development of• * rigid anti-
:blast helmet had already started, work on the fabric-hood could only be carried out on a low priority •,
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basis spread over several years. 
UM

After averal unsuocessful experiments with inflated tubes in various different configurations, it was
decided to t.y the effect of a straight rubber tube constrained to the shape of the hood from• by a
taryleme fabric envelope of somewhat smaller diameter. Although an improvement on earlier confipurations,
the resulting structure mas not immediately stiff enough, but by triangulating the limbs of the frame with
pneumatic struts a satisfactory arrangeamet vws achieved as shown in Figure 2.

A sketch of the inner rubber tube dipping with its bifurcated struts is shown in Figure 3. The
terylene cover e•a cut and made up in such a way that it controllmd the shape of the ohole system, and a
very promising structure as achieved with an inflation pressure of about 3 atm.

Havirig achieved an acceptably stiff pneumatic fraam for the fabric hood a means of stowing the device
on the creisan's body garment was sought. Eventually a satisfactory method of pakcing the hood was found
and put into operation as follows:-

a. The inflation tube is jogrle folded as shown in figure I.

b. The loose f-bric of the face hood is folfed concertina fashion on top of this.

c. The last of the hovd fabric with attached veloro patches is rolled over and pressed down on to a
velcro U onaned bass forming a neat horse collar which is finally dutch laced to the body garment.
See PFIure 5. The hood can be released fro, the body gament during descent by pulling a toggle
which allows the dutch lacing to rui.

It was found that the manner in vhich the high pressure gas was additted to the erection tubes wsa
imoortant in that the foae available for correct positioning was adequate in the early stages of the
operation but not towards the end of the cycle.

In practice it was found necessary to ensure that the front of the hood burst out of Its package first
and was thrown forward so that the maximum effort wa available tor olanring the head-gear. See Figure 6.
This was achieved by prting the high oressure gas into each rear strut above the packing kink so that
the limbs of the hoon were inflated imedAately as far forward as the Joggle folds.

In o number of successful e"-eotions made in still air, the leverage applied by the pneumatic system
at 3 at% was found to be enough to overcome fouling of the head-gear with the head in amv natural position
and wearing current RAY nroteotive helmets. It ms found however, that the hoopb tended to narrow at the
base at higher residual pressures, apparently due to stretcbing of the terylene cloth in the strats. This
-3ould cause fouling with wider head-gear assemblies.

Two blast exposures were made (facing into wind) at 350 kt. In one of these a completely successful
erection was madebut in the othvr the hood fouled the side of a Uk 2 RAP helmet but did free itself.
It should be noted, however, that in practice the hood will be erected before exposure to air blest.

SO•ED OF FECTION

As already indicated the Vabric hood must be erected before exposure to the blast and it is desirable
to achieve as high a spend a. possible in order to antioip-ta the jettisoning of the canopy by a useful
margin. For instance, in modern aircraft the time available may be as short as 0.06 seconds.

A breod-boord gas sunnly system (nitroxen) was made up to test the speed of erection. It consistedessentilly of a smsll pressure vessel of about 18 co water capacity connected to the erection tubes via
a quick release cock and 3 " bore high pressure rubber tubing. The initial Sao pressure in the pressure
vessel wAs bout 1 tm And the residual pressure in the erection tubes was about 3 atm after operation.

An elot-onic clock was used to measure the time of erection both from the instant of break out and from
the np~rntion of the quic nctink ock.

Figure 6 shows the time history of a typical erection from the break out of the stowage, the erecting
time wAs 0.11 seconds while Cram the pas trip it was 0.28 seconds. The increased time was apparently due
to the resistance of the gas delivery pipe. It was found however that the speed of tha gas delivery had
apparently reached its optimum vnlue for this hood design since any increase in the rate of flow tended
to upset the seouence of the break ot cycle miking fouling the head-gear wore likely.

rX0 MtPF TO BLA.T

Proliminnry blast teats ware made on the anti-blast hood in a blower tunnel where the maximum attainable
;,ir speed was '50 kt and whero the duration of exposure could not be closely controlled. The head-ear worn
was the RAY Wk I prctective helmet, G typp cloth flying helmet and P type oxygen mask.

Sooe 15 exposures were made with the dummy man set up at various angles to the air stream and the
rrsults of the ter-to are sum-mrised in Table 1. In view of the damage done to the fabric structure it is
clear thrt neither the sail clotl- used in the hood nor tha etitching were strong enough for the very
severe ounditicnas exrected at trnnsonio air speeds. The fabric used in the tests was a terylene material
weiwhing about 136 d/i 2 and hr--ving a 4+rerngth of 262 N per on run. Later models of the anti-blast hood
were made up fn a heavier sailcloth (M26" which has a weight of about 190 S/a 2 and a strength of 4l•5 to
462 N per oa run.

It was observed during the tests, thet the face hood seemed to be less stable in some circumstances
when the erection tubes were pumn.ed hard than when they were not. This is believed to have been caused by
stretching of the sailcloth wt.en under pressure and indeed the use of heavier material in later models
seemed to overcome the difficulty.
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To oeeeltions froa a Canberra aircraft at snoods between M00 and 450 kt were disappointing. In one ..
case, In spite of vry turbulmnt air conditions in the open rear cockpit, the hood was ereoted suooessfullys
but for reasons uncnneoted with the test, the seat was not fired. In a second case the turbulence @aused
the anti-blast hood to deply wrongly and so the hood and the head-gear were lost during ejection. uJeetion
tests from the Canberra had to be discontinued oring to the withdrawal of the aircraft but hood erection
tests were cntinued In a 7 a wind tumal at low air speeds. These show the mazium~ air speed from various
directions at stioh sucsessful deployment can be apected. They are as followm:

Angle to Slight Deployment Fault Satisfactory Ireotion
Air Stream at Z ./S at x i/s

00 Air Syoed Air Speed

0 - 36 (70 kt)

1.5 21 (141 kt) Below 21

90 2 (50 kt) 21

JTCTNo PRO A R0CKo T P LV=n P SLF

Following the loss of the Canberra as a test facility, ott.er possibilities had to be considered.
Fortunately the Pendine high speed rocket track became available at this time and two experiments were set
up to test the bebaviour of the anti-blast hood on exposure to transonic air speeds.

The vehicle offarod was an expendible sled and the other conditions of test were as follows:-

S NOWy: RAE type with stiff neck, padded hips and weeriniS a normal
overall.

II Special Clothingi Torso rament with anti-blast hood attached (see Figure 5).

iii Ha6-gfar: 0 type cloth flying helmet, Nk 1 protective belmet and P Vpe
o0gn mask with chain suspension harness.

iv Head Restraint: lone - stiff nook dunmy.

v Leg Restraint: Garters and legs tied at kee.

vi Arm Restraint Arms held to body under parachute harness.

vgi Blast Protection: Anti-blast hood *ereted prior to test. Inflation tubes
blown up to about 3 ate and sealed.

Vth il at: rk 3 seat, 2 harnesses, type Z parachute, 1.25 seconds tiedelay . ""

The first exseriment failed for reasons usooumoted with the test, but it did show that the heavytreslne ssailcloth used in th fabricastion of the hood iss strong mJoug for upoxsureJ at &I*~ air 8peed. :•

The test tr~nsreated using a now anti-blast hood. The speed of the vehicle at the mosent of i
ejection us arout 650 kt• and Figure 7 shows an oxtraot f'rom the film record of the flight of' the seat;

the f ran# intervals being 40 as each except f'or the last one uhtoh is 80 as. The film shows the whiteo
anti-blast hood firlyu) draping the dumny head throughout this period and on retrieving the test speoci1ne

It asirlear that the oxyn a te i k and protective helmet hd remained in place. They war* found clos tothe d~my head vhioh had separated from the body on impact with the ground. The anti-blast, hood suffered

little damale (Fig 8) in spite of thi devere blast to wh eh it had been expove. Clearly thun, the
N f toryern esaelloth 8ave reshe sable proteoo ton from exposure to air blasat75 about 650 kt.

Two facther tests wgre t ad* v sob this tise the blast test faoclity upt RtE Bedford. The dhm e tanwas dressed in a normal overal, a Nk 14 3tre preserwver, a ilk 2 protective helmet and a P "~p oxygon mask

with o yhaen suspension harteas the antei-blo t hood benin pre-aoaoted.
At 650 kt air speed with the dumay seated f.acing into mind, the Oxygn mask and protective helmet

showed no t irp ed disturtanc, althoui h the eoertion tubes aend their httelhment to the perephere on the
hood wore baslo torn. In sptoa this ddama e the gey face me effectively covered byth iut exposure.

Afiter waesenal repairs, the ame hood vat used in afurther test i t 750 c t. n hale ee quate cosver
yor the fva e m vhor n the visor bar ind visor nranysyearsy omre cohoed up over the a on ori thhel helmet.

The oxmain malk came ofa the faie vhen one oe the we arseinc ragins and the breathone tube broke. Both
wpre arvi thhetapdriete hood thish mp still ooverntg pr the fhelmet itself reoaned on the hced.Figeure 9 shows the =~tent of• th~e damage suffered by the fabric face hood.

I ~CON;CLU.SMN
i Differe.nt ways of protecting aircrew from exposure to blast during ejection have been under consideration
. ~by various authorities for many years. In the United Kingdom the chosen device is a rigid helmet with an
i automatically closing and sealing visor. However, we are encouraging workers to seek other solution., to the
! ~problem, and the experim.ents described in this paper set out to prove the feasibility of one such concept

a fabric hood wtich is used to protect the head from exposure to blh.Ast in ejections from aircraft up to
transonric air speed.
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Iork an this aonnspt Wa proceed"d at low paiorily over a period of about 10 years, but the
aocumulated results of our eiparmentm are coetainly euaiooaging. #or Inttane, ejection freo the hi*
asemblie oea be kept on the heba durinag apoeur to blast up to sous air speeds.

Te Canberr eaperimente, in spite at diw look of sasee"s, show the importance of erecting the
hood be•c•e jettisoning the eanoW. Tbe 5wvelopmet of uoms of stowing and ereating the anti-bust hood
has been sucesasful in principle, sathouj te speed of etotion (100 ms) is too low for modes. require-
ments ad work Is &till required to out thi time by•at least 5. This of eourse is boud up with the
development of a man momted miniature gs supply unit. Up to the present time onMy woridan bread-bow
mo4els haov been made.

Cleatly, the ezxerimental work on this project has not gpoe far enough bat the results so fez
obtained show that rigid totally euoapsulating helmots as a proteotion against exposure to blesot could
probabZy be reploeed by the muoh simpler end cheaper labrio hood esad standard tpe of protective helmet.

No A•ftHM ?TI VC

I A? Kornfeld High velociiy wind blast on personnel and equipment -
J rPappen J Av yV

20 pp 24-38 (1949)

2 Dr J C• itsgerald An ezperimental pre-ejecties blind projection eystem.
X I Abf5s IM Report Umber 2•1.

3 J V .VTn Preliminary experiaents in the development of a
SV Judd fbro canti-blast face ioo o1a

4J Vf asn Failio-ties for test~ing bJlat protective equipmet for

DISCUSSION

In reply to questions from Glaister, Thorns stated that the dummy hued seen in th. high
speed filme (RAE Bedford bleat testing) had been an free to move as uould be expected from a
normally articulated dummy when restrained by a 5-point harness. They had not attempted to
simulate human head and neck response. Thorne also stated that helmet lift forces had not
been determined and would probably prove impossible to measure within the short time avail-
able - espocially with a decaying turbulent velocity profile. Payne (U.S.) considered that
the jet size would have been inadequate for accurate veasurement, and asked whether the helmet
was weakened in any way, end what was the strength of the chin strar. He mentioned that two
kinds of helmet atrap were in use in the U.S., with break strengths of some 400 - 500 lbs and
4 - 5 lbs respectively, and wondered in which category the test helwt caze. Thorne replied
t-hat it was the standard RAF Mk 2 halms.* with conventional strap. (This wan originally fitted
with shear pins designed to break at 10 - 150 lb, but four years ego the strength of thee
pins was doubled to reduce the frequent occurrence of helmet loss, and they have since been
eliminated. The current neck strap breaks at &houl 350 - 400 lb - Ed.)

I~ii
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VAIL! I

Ar Angle ot Angle of CoMitions
At r Inlination Twist to of

Toot Speed 
Remarkst t

No to Slip resotion gwksSlip Strosm Straom Tubes

1 350 0 0 Pumped Fabrio torn aji fraye over olgm
Hard mask -oaused by•sm oSwttih - 2

imaheo lang. VeOr small tear inbrow 19 IS" - ueo not kon•.

2 5 0 a" Thres broken gu t sea liftedan 1,.1. sUi de atbow.

3 480 0 sodium Sore= tlapping• a let. Initially
lifted off taos for v0*7 short tims -
no damap.

.6 0 45 0 soanti-blast soron - sun visor tors
off. Protective helmet blown ay.
02 smak toggled down tight - sot
dimturbed.

5 * 4 0 medium Patohes a seame sawn over with
m$ig-ag stitehln - so damage.

6 3 .80 0 Medium Patch ovur L.H. brow gusset lifted.
Otherwise so damp.

7 9 0 media wind gat into task of aureen, Toleo.
peoled off overall sad tors trom
bottom of $oreen.

0 , 0AtiM Rather Ions expoare - 15 soee above
100 m•b - down 8tr461 flutter "Used

L.P. brow ae sle o L. brak UK sasstitchinga4ttaeebL4 erection tiow to
s*omee broksm - about 30 IS*%.

9 • Q5 Har Ne sae en o with *Wporent PVC cow"H
sofa Into asoe-plooo - so damage.

10 • -4 45 Hut Old soro qspin. L.H. brow patch

broken and frayed. ig-sag stitching
along top of mask retnforcing pat-.h
broken - voltr and press studs stripped
don strea raw to Satre.

11 45 Hard Voloro *Ad press studs stripped rtad
to A.M. shouldor. Iuv visor to protee-
tive •olUat blown avw. lank haroes
lef't loose - not *thrbd.

i 12 $ ,-3 45 lack No damape -a lot i • Am stress flutter.
Now scren used.

13 445 45 Hard Velero and press studs stripped half

445 43 Hlack Large gP at nape of dummy head blokesJup - no damage fastaminso stast.t
15 1 ,.5k Hard Gap at nape of nook blocked - so daag.

SIndi•ates Lllma•aioa of dumv
away from Slip

- Indicates incl•nation of da( 8troma
tomards

Only In th oase of test 7 was the fe•o
exposed to the blast. In the other
teats the damage u roelativoly oLght
am would not haveo ciourred it It MAd
boom possiblO to limit the exposure to
3 or 4 seconds total. In tests t0 to 13
air us do•fleoted romd the beak tohead c,,uslag the arose to paweshute.

n k n - II - l . m- -
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f ig.1 Fabric head enclosure for Fig.2 Erected hood showing

full pressure suit triangulating struts
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Fig.3 Anti.blast hoodinner tube for pneumatic erection frame
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Fig.4 Diagram showing joggle fold stowagefour

stages In erection of tubular from.
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Fig.5. Horse collar hood stowage within life preserver
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Fig.6 Erectlovi of anti-blast hood Vs flime (secc)I
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Fig.7 Ejection from rocket sled at 650 kt, test dummy wearing anti-blast hood
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F9g.8 Anti-biast hood oiler ejection ot 650kt

Fig.9 Damaged anti-blast hood after exposure at 750kt
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AN ARM USTRAMNT SYSTEM FOR EJECTION SEATS Ill HIGH PERFORMAMCE AIRCRAFT

By

Squadron Leader P.H.t. Gill

Royal Air Force Institute of Aviatiou Medicine
Farnborough, Hampshire. UK.

SUZO(ARY

Current high performance aircraft, such as the Multi-Role Combat Aircraft (MACA) from which ejection
at high speeds (up to 650 knots) is likely, require La arm restraint system. This paper describes the
restraint &ystem that has been designed by the Martin Baker Aircraft Co for the MRCA. The system
evolved comprises e seat portion consisting of two fixed length tapes, and a man portion incorporated
into a sleeved life preserver. Each seat tape is enclosed in a fabric tube which allows automatic die-
connection of the two portiono during emergency ground egress. The system functions on ejection by
retracting the arms in a similar manner to MBA iog restraint systems. The development, testing and pec-
furmance of the system is described. Limited studies to date have demonstrated that the proposed rate
of arm retraction is physiologically acceptable both with the hands on the firing handle and under eimu-
lated coi.ananded ejection. The arm restraint tapes can be routed unobtrusively to prevent Interaction
upon rouoitte cuckpit movement during norums flight. The performance of the arm rustraint system during
ejection teats using dummles is also described.

INTKODUCTLON

On ejection from an aircraft, aircrew are Immediately exposed to the air blast which results in
forces acting on thi. body strapped in the ejection seat. Deceleration o0 the mcn-seat combination will
depend on tihe drag forces produccd by aerodynamic pressure and the body weight. As the ratios of drag
force to weight for the torso and tite limbs are dissimilar, and because the torso is better restrained,
there will be relativo motion between the torso and the limbs which may result in flail injury. The
nature and severity of the injury are obviously dependent on the amount of cnsrgy to be dissipated.
Thus at relatively high %tniceted air speeds, an arm for instance way either strike the seat structure
producing long bone fractures, or the extreme limit .Df movemant of the arm may bu exceeded resulting in
disl•ocation or fracture dislocation of the shoulder joint.

Analysis of over 1000 nuon-combat ejections in tihe USAF (References I and 2) has shown that aircrew
ejecting at 600 KIAS or above will have a 100% probability of sustaining flail injury. With ejection in
the region of 45U-475 KIAS the probability of injury is 50%, whilsL it is less than 10% at speeds of
300 KIAS or lues. Previous experiunce Iae shown that most aircrew ejecting at speeds up to 4ý0 KIAS can
retain a grip on the firing handle sufficient to restrain the arms and prevent i lail injury, During
ejections at speeds in excess of 450 KIAS however, the forces involved may pull the arms away from the
firing handle su theh, they are free to flail with subsequent high probability of Injury.

As long ago as the early 1950'a, the risk of flail injury was recognised by the Martin Raker Aircraft
Co and in March 1953 the first British cjection seat appeared fitted wi'th a system to restrain tile lower
limbs. Although an erm restraint system was provided on the Martini llakt type 8 ejection seat (designed
tur the T$R 2 aircraft) no seat currently used in the MA or RN is fitted with arm restraint.

TilE AkM RESTHAINT SYSTEM FOR TIlE TYPE 1OA EJECTION SLAT

With tie advent of current high performance air'raft such as the MRCA, the specification requires
that aircrew shull be fible t eject safely at airspeeds up to 625 KIAS at ground level. At that airspeed
the forces acting on the arms would exceed that which airerew could counter by retaining a grip on the
firing handle and the probability ot arm flail injury would be very high.

The development of an arm restraint system for this aircraft. has been undertaken by the Martin Baker
Aircraft Co in conjunction with KAF lAN. The original design requirements included the following
p ine s -:

a. That when the crew member ejects with his hands on the seat part firing handle between his logs,
his erma should be restrained in that postition.

b. That after ejection of the Seac frrm the aircraft ther( shall only be just sufficient slack in
the uystem to enable him to mov, his right hand over the right thigh to reach the Manual Over-
ride Handle which enables the crow member to separate from the scat if the normal seat automatic
system should fail.

C. That in the case ot a command ejection, where one crew member initiates the ejection of both
seats from the aircraft, the cotmtanded crew member might have his arms at aty position in the
cockpit. The restraint system is required in this instance to retract and restrain the
subject's arm5 towardi and against the side of the seat and prevent suhseelueit flailing,

d. It is also required in the MACA that in the event of a ground emergency tlhe aircrew member must J
have no more than three actions to perform to ftee himself from the seat and harness in order to I
exit the aircraft rapidly. The addition of any connections between the seat and the man for
the arm restraint system must not increase this number of emergency actions.

{
S..
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0. The arm restraint system must be unobtrusive and not interfere with normal operation of the
aircraft and must, of course, integrate satisfactorily with the other items of flying clothing.

The current design, now being evaluated in the escape system test firing prograas of the MRCA, is
in two main portions, one mounted on the ma-, and the other mointed on the ejection seat. The essential
principles and features of the system are ilustrated in Figure 1.

The crew member wears a life preserver incorporating thin meshed sleeves. Each sleeve carries a
restraint tape held to the sleeve by Vslcro. Each sleeve restraint tape is continued up around the
shoulders and across the back of the life preserver waistcoat to provide counter-restraint when arm
retraction occurs. The tape is looped around two fixed webbing rings, one around the lower forearm and
the other around the upper arm. Each arm tape carries the ring (male) portion of a barrel connector
which Ls normally held in position at the upper end of the tape by a thin tie-thread.

The seat portion consists of two restraint tapes, one end of which is attached to the underside of
the seat. Each tape passes down to a pulley (attached to the aircraft floor by a sheer riveL which
breaks at 900 lbf) and then up through a 'snubber unit' on the front of the ejection seat. This con-
figuration allows a 2:1 ratio of seat restraint tape 'reel-in' movement compared to seat movement. The
snubber units allow the tapes to travel in one direction ,,&Ly, ie downwards. Each seat tape passes up-
wards to the man, stowed for convenience under the lap and shoulder straps of the seat harness. Each
tape terminates in the fe;dale portion of the barrel connector, the union of the connector being effected
on the upper arm. Each taps is enclosed in a low frirtion fabric sleeve, independent of the seat tape.
Lach tube terminates in a metal collar at its lower end, resting on top of the snubber unit and tie-
threaded to the seat tape. &t its upper end each tube is .astened to the retracting barrel of the
connector. It is this tube which effects the automatic disconnection of the man and seat portions of
the system in the ground emergmncy situation, and is described later. The length of the enclosed seat
tape system is the same for all seats and all subjects.

The system works in the following manner; as the seat starts to move upwards at the commencement
of the ejection sequence, the seat tapes (still anchored to the aircraft floor at the pulley) are pulled
through the snubber units, breaking the tie-threads to the outer tubes. When tension is transferred to
tte barrel connectors, the tie-threads on the ring portion are broken, each ring is pulled down the arm,
separating thy sleeve tapes from their Velcro fastening. At a point determined by the inclusion of a
-,etal ball 'stop' in each seat tape, the lines cannot be pulled through the snubber units any further,
the load is transferred to the sheer rivets on the aircraft floor; these break, separating the seat
entirely from the aircraft. Thus as the seat leaves the aircraft, the ejectee's arms are restrained
towardb either the firing handle or the sides of the seat. The fabric sleeve enclosing each seat tape
merely crumples down on itself and plays no part in the restraint system during ejection.

Figure 1 ilso illustrates the configuration of the retracted arm restraint system as it would be
shortly after the initiation of ejection; the outer tube is concertinered down and the arm is beIng
restrained towards the seat firing handle. When the crew member separates frou the seat later in the
ejection sequence, the seat tapes are automatically cut through, just above the snubber units, thus
releasing the man's arms.

As stated earlier, the function of the outer tubes is to effect automatic release of the seat
portion from the man portion on rapid egress from the seat on the ground. The outer tube is slightly
shurter than the enclosed tape so that as the crew member, having released the cther connections between
hi',self and the seat (ic disengage the harness Quick Release Fitting, disconnect the Personal Survival
Pack lanyard, manually disconnect the man portion Personal Equipment Connector from the seat portion
PEC), stands up in the cockpit the tube becomer taut and retracts the barrel of the connector. The
latter releases the male portion on the sleeve of the life preserver.

PERF0LANCE OF THE SYSTEM

Following the initial development of the system and a trial to evolve a practical strapping in drill
for the aircrew, several laboratory exercises have been carried cut &as part of the general evaluation of
the ejection seat for the MRCA. One trial involved several hundred simulated emergency ground egresses
from a mock-up cockpit to investigate the behaviour of the automatic disconnect system. On every
occasion the seat arm restraint tapes separated cleanly from the sleeve portions of the system, thus
ensuring very rapid egress from the cockpit (egress times were in the order of 3-4 seconds). A further
exercise showed that for any one aircrewman, the quality of restraint was satisfactory irrespective of
the bulk of his flying clothing. Following on from that, and using subjects spanring the anthropo-
mettic range of aircrew size, the length of the tube system on the seat was defined, and similarly the
position of the ball 'stop' in the seat tape. More recently a sizing trial has been performed to
determine the number of sizes of ileeved life preservers required to cover the full site range of air-
crew, taking into account the different bulks of the various clothing assemblies to be worn. It was
concluded that only two sizes of the basic garment will be required.

The optimal length of the restraint ,zape cn each sleeve of the lif2 preservo:r has yet to be deter-
mined. The object of any future work would be to define how many sizes are neeled and secondly, to
analyse the quality of restraint when only two sizes of sleeve tapes (one for eAch size of life
preserver) are used. Any compronise on the sizing of the man mounted portiox. of the arm restraint
system will have to be weighed against ideal restraint.

Simulating ejection in the laboratory, extensive stuidies have been carried out to evaluate the
problems of arm retraction and then restraint during self-initiated, and commanded ejection. In this
lattei instance the arms will be positioned outside the thighs due to inertial forces, and then held
aainst the side of the seat by the restraint system. The 2rm restraiict system was operated at
realistically high speeds (is 80-110 milliseconds) to determine the possibility of injury to a subject
whose hands were either on the extracted firing handle or outside the seat pan. Only minimal injury to
the hands occurred and was of little significance. It was concluded that the rapid application of arm
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retraction and restraint within 100 milliseconds is unlikely t inconvenience aircrew in a& ejection
situation. During this work, the degree of flexion of the spine and angular rotation of the head that
occurred a a result of high speed arm retraction was assessed as satisfactor~y.

Dynamic operation of the arm restrainr system has shown that the shape of any ancillary pockets
(eg Personal Locator B•econ) on the life preserver waistcoat is important to ensure snag free reel-in of
the seat arm restraint tapes. Square edged pockets cause snagging of the seat tapes which becomes pro-
gressively more severe the larger the aircrew size, and the further back the arms are pre-positioned
outside the seat pan. Snagging is prevented by adding a wedge shaped fillet to the top edge of any
pockets on the front and side of the 14fe preserver waistcoat.

The early prototype seat and sleeve arm restraint tapes were associated with poor quality of
restraint which was shown to be due, in part, to excessive stretch (up to 36% in length at 1000 lbf)
under load of the material of which the tapes were constructed. The current arm restraint system is
constructed from tapes which have been pre-stretched and heat set during manufacture, and which exhibit
only a amail amount (less than 71 at 1000 lbf) of stretch under load.

The Martin Baker Aircraft Co and the airframe manufacturers are currently carrying out a complete
test programee of the escape system for the .4RCA. To sumarise, the -esults to date have shown that
the arm restraint system has functioned adequately in principle, but the degree of arm restraint has
proved to be less than was anticipated. Various theories have been put forward to explain this
apparent anomaly. It has been suggested that the load required to retract the arms against the wind-
blast forces as the seat emerges from the cockpit is greater than the strength of the sheer rivet on the
aircraft floor, and thus premature separation of this rivet is occurring with subsequent reduction in
the quality of arm retraction and restraint, Evidence exists to support another 2aiggestion that, full
arm retraction and restraint having been applied early in the ejection sequence, the windblast forces
later in the ejection sequence pull the seat arm restraint Lapes back through the snubber units with
resultant reduction in the quality of aim restraint. This latter observation is being overcome by the
Martin Baker Aircraft Co redesigning the mechanism of the snubber unit. These problems could possibly
be overcome in the future by devising a powered 'inertia reel' system to retract the arms prior to seat
movement. The upper limbs would then be fully retracted and more easily restrained before the ran-seat
complex entered the windblast.

However, the test programe to date has demonstrated that safe ejection at high air epeeds is
possible, and that the current arm restraint system for the ejection seat in the MRCA will prevent a
large proportion of those major flail injuries that would otherwise occur during high speed ejection
without any restraint system whatsoever.

The various studies undertaken by RAP IM during the evaluation of the arm restraint system for the
Type IOA ejection seat for the MRCA are detailed at References 3-6.
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I)CUSSION i

The Chairman commented upon the rebound of the retracted arms which was apparent in the
high-speed films. Gill replied that this was an experir.ental artefact and would not occur in
a real life ejection. It was occasioned by the need to make a single set of arm restraint
tapes last for some 160 tests. The snubber units had been unlocked and the actuating force
(a falling weight) was discontinued just before the ball stop reached the snubber w.it.



ON PULSHIING RACIs THS VRONTRS OF FL41iL VNUMY

Peter R. Payne
Pisviia. litc..1910 Foret Drive. Annapolis. Maryland 21401

Under combat cusnditionsa limb flail injury in U.S. open ejection ,

seats haa proven to be is seveire problem. Very roughly, about half of all O VA w=
coitbat ejectees suffer Owal injury at death, according to the estimates&L ail

ithspaper. 0 j1M *4ON

The problemn can be avoided by providing (and using) active limb c;a im emis u'avsahsu QU

retention cuffs ansd garters. or passive limb entrapment devicesAA AA o
although the Janae require tha the sea fly stably after leaving its rails. Yb

Adequate paissive entrapmcnts devices have been demontstrated in the O

wind tunnel, using volunteer subjects. More than adequate seat
stabilizing devices have also been demnrnstrated in ;ill-scale wind
tunnel testing, and by air drops. as part of an unconnected but
anaslagous U.S. Army program. Both limb entrapment and seat
stabilization systems can be readily and inexpensively retrofitted to
most existing escape systems. Thus, there is no technical reason, it Is
suggested. for accepting a high incidence of flail injury in the future._________________

The paper concludes with a description of a new kind of 'exrtraction 0 ~~v o s

escape system" which offers h ip.:. not only of avoiding the high speed - -N

problems of existing tractor rocket escape systems. but also of Figure I - Probability of flail injury as a function of escapie speed
I'substantially reducing system volume, cost and weight. as well as The curves are given by equation (1).

simplifying the flail injury problem.

FLAiL lrnuavy oitINCIucE As A Fumcn'.ir or Svxso TiE ESCAPE SPEED PUODPASILTy DisfTsubUTtON AND ITS USE IN

Although ejecition seatr have been in service for over thirty years, it PRE'CTING FLAIL ]INJURY
has only recently been possible to audit the performance of some U.S. Knowing the P of F variation with speed, we can determine the
escape systems under the combat conditions for which they were overall magnitude of the flail problem if we know the speeds at which
conceived. It is the thesis of this paper that many U.S. escape systems pilots eject. This should be another probability curve, of course. In
have performed rather poorly under these conditions. Necessarily, the fact, it turns out that, under non-combat conditions, the escape speed
evidence on which this thesis is based, is not as simple and downright distribution, with astonishing accuracy, is a "gamma distribution".

* asone would like to see. given by

*Until recently it was fashionable to aver that Glail injury was not a
problem. "because iti. overall incidence was only a few percent" CP of E IVO3cKvPdv (2)
Miraculous injury free escapes at 600 knuts *ere widely quoted as a+ I ra+I

* evidence that speed As& not a factor.

In early 1971. Jsmes W. Brinkley*0 asked us to quantify the Where a = P /01-1
relationship between flail injury and escape speed in probabilistic terms.
After a considerable struggle ( reported in Reference 1) we found that no( + 1) ii, the gamsma function of argument (a + I)
there was not only a strong dvcpndence. but a unique deoecndence on
speed. for flail injury in USAF non-combat experience, and that this IFor non-combat USAF ecsapes'
was confirmed by USN' and early RAF'I experience. T-he result, slightly Y = 240.1 knots
modified by more recent data, is plotted in Figure 1. Experimental i 9.kns
measurements, of grip retention force, and a simple mathematical 'Ihe astonishing thing about this function - at least to an engineer
model of arm flail dynamics' provided an adequate explanation of the who is not a wholehearted believer in statistical theory - is that one
observed phenomenon I-or arm flail, and by inference, for leg flail as merely computes ;d and o from the raw data, and equation (21 then
well. T-he equation for Figure I is describes a curve which comes very close to all the data points; as

F'igure 2 shows. In non-dimensional form, equation (2) becomes'
P of f = I. vie c l~v') it) (Pl- r 0 d

Where w 245.000 (knots') For all Flail InjuryWhr 0 (JO 'asidxopecsn
o = 103,000 (knots')Whr ) w asidxopecin

;=276.000 (knots') For Major Flail Injury X-vt.tenraie pe
o - 103.000 (knots')

Flail injury occurs because, after the arm(s) or legis) have broker 'o.,--

away from their "stowed" or i:.itial position. they build up a substantial1
velocity relative to the torso "n seat, before reaching a "slop". ThisI
".stop" may be part of the scat structure, the limit of travel of a 'oiii.
or a combination of both. At high speods the "stop" is encountered I
with such force that bone or. 'oint fracture results.

Figure I is necessarily a rather gross relationship for "all seats".
Because of differences in system d. ;ign. leg support. stabilizat~on. and "Wis.5~ 0.iTnwv0 ,:24.iaOw5Q?

so on, we should expect different curses for differenti seat designs. 1* a

Unfortunately, if we limit the analysis to a particular seat, the number u - &=.in19Alo4100

of data points is sc much reduced that the probability of Glail (P of F)
estimate is very inaccurate. For the time being, therefore, it would seem
that "better" anJ "worse" seats must be judged on the basis of -____

aenginerns omo.es.rahrta statistical performancle[-

'Chiotf, impact Branch, Biodynamics and Bionics. Vivision. 6510th Aerospace Aliavr f~ w 110107. 1"

Medical Research Laborato.'y. Aerospace Medical Division, Air Force Systems Figuie 2 USAF non-cambat probability ýf ejecting as a function of
Command. Wright -Patterson Air Force Dset Ohio 45433. sreed. fromn Payne & Hawker'



Mathematiciana will recognize that equation (3) is explicitly
intepa&abl for integer values of X; another surprising attribute of the
gamasa dlstributioal

the diffgrefauial of1(2). gives the distribution function

P Of E M
#a0+I r(a + 1) () ____________________

is unity. J we multiply equations (1) and per.knW i ntegrth roduct
we get the total flail inacidence (T.F.I.)prdc

i.e.. T.F.I. = /(P of F.) . (P of E) dv 5 ____________

For the dat nFigures Iand 2the resultofsuch acalculation is
follows Figure 3 -Cumulative probability of ejection as a function of

USAF normalized election speed for recovered Navy pilots4

paye- A Ring,. Ddakky
Hawker' & Noes.'

Total Flail Incidence 5.14176 5.20% 6.88%

Total Major Flail Incidence 3.43% - 4.41%

(it should be noted that the Figure 2 speed distribution is not based
on the same population as the Figure I data, and that this probability
explains the discrepancies between predicted and calculiated flail _______________

incidence. Payne and Hawker', using consistent populations, obtained
5.63% tht 'eticail. against 5.70% observed.)

tha we canodeuc the flapseeitrinctidence threome ith rather siempl
Ifa we kano thedscae speed dlistributidene thrform tisrthwoul sempem 0

calculation. This is useful, because in combat situations the ejection0
speed may be the most precisely known data available.______________

For one reason and another, the direct assessment of flail injury 0 '.

incidence in combat escapes is, not very precise. If the crew member is 0m
recovered, the examining Medical Officer is not necessarily looking for
injury cause, and may rnot correctly identity the cause. P.O.W. data is Figure 4 Cumultlive probability of election as a function of
even les precise, requiring, as it does. a certain degree of sell-diagnosis narnialrzed ejection speed for Navy POW pilots5.
by essentially unqualified personnel. Also, we are asking the P.O.W. to
recall events of several years ago. as part of a very traumatic situation,
and upon which other painful and'or injurious experiences muay have .9
been directly imposed. 'I here is no M.IA. data &, all. Thus estimates 0

based on equation (51 must be given substantial weight. in the absencecd
of better data.

COMBAT ESCAPI, SPEED DISTRmIBUTIONS 0

Escape speed distributions for USN recovered and P.O.W. aviators ___

are given by Ever i nd USAF P.O.W. escape speedis by Kilttengfer'. 0
V, USAF ,ecovered crew nmemsber data are unfontunately not yet in the

open literature.
The corresponding distributions are shown lnon-dimensionallyl in___

Figure 3-5. The USAF P.O.W. data is a poor fit; this may he real, or I'
it may represent errors in the data p.ocessang. a possible fruitful _______

question for someone to investigate. .01

When all the distributions are plotted together, as in Figure 6. it is
oLvious that they are all rather similar in non-dimcnsional form. That i gue 5 -Curruldlive iCtrabilily of ei'clori3 a's a tur'Clioni 0f
is to say, their variances are very similar, and only the absolute means iioriiiiii/ie ergecliori speed for USAY P0*1' p~ilolý
differ.

These meat" speeds are as fullows
USAF Non-Com-bati 240 Knots
USN Non-CombatO 211 Knots (1967-711 - .~S . .4ft
USN Recovered Crew Members' 321 Knots'
USN P.O.W. Crew Members' 438 Knots
USAF P.O.W. Crew Members' W8 Knots.
Average of all P.O.W.'s 413 Knots,_ ___'

These numbers are cle.irly *try significana. Ontt hc average.

paeieP. .piosanuhhihrpedstl.Ithrverecovered pilots punched Out At speeds 110 knots faster thaor in a
fourth and still higher mean speed for M.IA. pilots? It -.o, perhaps //
major flail injury is a major cause of M.IA. Or perhaps. for the same
reason, the M.IA. piluts are the upper end of a more comprehensive
speed distribution, the P.O.W.'s representing the lower end. It might ,.j____

be possible to test such hypthesrs by compiling a speed distribution -_______ ______

for M.I.A. escapees. based on observations of their cumpanions in the o'

air at the time they escaped.

higure 6 -- Curnilalive crobability ot eleclicn as a function of
OApprotimnatcly. from Naval Safety Center da~ta analyzecd is, Reference 5. rormalhZed ejectionI speed
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COMBAT FtAIL INJUSY ESTIMAUSI AvoDimo FLAIL Imiuay IN Two3 Furunx
The dimensional speed distributions are given in Figures 7 and 8. Appendix A is a little exercise in elementary hydrodynamics whichI

Using equation (5) in conijunction with Figures I and 8 we obtain the suggests that theft is nothing Inherently dangerous about the raw air
following estimates pressures associated with 600 knos .A.S.. or indeed with twice that

speed. Several other examples couldt be cited. In a rather bizarre
%AN Flial % M4we Fliail Incident 1 the writer's wife inverted an experimental boat at 41.6 mph.

111111,1 1*17 in such a way that both she and the writer were "gjectd downward"
from rather narrow cockpits, at dynamic pressures in excess of 3.000USAF Non-Combast 5.14% 3.43% lb/ft3 without injury. Fryer" subjected himself to 1.000 lb/ft' for nearlyUSN Recovered Crew Members 15.78% 12.06% hallrs minute. without serious injury. And the list could be continued.

USN P.O.W.'s 40.30% 33.379% This admitel ndirec vdence would seem t23 Indicate that the only

to el u aoutit s t ey present the lower bound IFILU of our li nuyca eaoddI twowas
estmae. n ppr bun M ll s btane b asumngthat al dead at By active restraint with garters and cuffs

and M.IA. crew miembers suffered Hail Injury. Then if mn is the * By passive "limb entrapment" devices
number missing (M.lA. plus known killed) and pt is the number of Garters and cuffs may be the best soilution, so long as crew
P.O.W.'s. the upper bound flail incidence is members are willing to wear them, and they can safely support against

(FIL)P + (6) limb side loads which may be as high as half a toul"". The alternative
Flu~ ý oh passive entrapment", such as the nets shown in Figure 9 requires

that the Keat also fly stably. pointing its the direction in which it is
co 2.b% fr Nvydata (p/rn z 0.85. FIL =.403) going. But is this wholly bad? Eficessive spin rate is another cause of
refnemntof hes etimtes ad fllig n te mnyblaks Injury at high speed, albeit not as wsil documented as flail.The efiemet o thse stiate, an tilin intheman blnks Referencest 12 and 13 report on se-called "'in-plant stabilizer plates"

will hase to be left to others, snethe writer does not have access to all which can pi.~systabilize any new or existing open ejection seat iand
whic kill aimv orinjreaatathalSthlpeplewhougehtietcanot illitrtlyconcotucylndFgurth0aatdredcedtoyrasicetfothe eleantdat.ate w miht tntaivey cncldeahatrafeyussteshute.atcthuceedrora-dplanchte.Suchbnliznestbilzeraar

be regarded as fully developod. dilieirent application. in Figure It.

I 1-iguto 9 - Passive restraint nets originally proposed by Brinlkley,
under wind tunnel eva!u&tinl 2

a An iWs N o a"

/iui Su-irnwy of cumT0,Jldi1vL piubability or Lejeclito'i

a ar

Figure 8 Gummary of escape speed distribution

S ~W~tv Aws COMBAT ESCAPE5 SPLIDS SO HtIGH?

This is a large subject with many ramifications. and there is not
space to attempt a detailed ar~aur~is here. The writer would merely like .-- -

to suggest that combat speeds are the -real" speeds for which seats
* should have been designed. In peacetime, after flail injury was first

tentatively recognized. we urged pilots to slow down before ejecting.,
and thre "slow down" indoctriniuations worked pretty well - in
peacetime*. What we should have done was to fix the seats.

* *"With a mean escape speed of ?40 knots, it is aritual-le 'thether noi,-combhat.
non-cantecr pilots need ejection rests. The speeds arc quite Io* b) World War
1t standards.
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still worts well at the higher accelerastionsu needed for aircraft escape, so
lonlg as the torso and back muscls anre supplenmantad by a shoulder
harness and seat back to prevent the spine ham buckligq over. The
acceleration force Is directly applied to the meat pan, which directly
accelerates the upper leg and lower torso. The supported spine
"pushes" the upper tarm and head, and Uts lower l•gs are "pulled" by
the knee joints,

It is unfortulaste that the acceleration needed to clear the aircraft
Induce• loads in the spine which ar high enough to cause a significant
probability of vertebral fracture. We may be forced to "live with" a
vertebral fracture rate of 5% or so because the alternative is a higher
death rate due to fin Impact. (Vertebral injury rstes s high as 40%
have been experienced with new or modified escape systems. but this
has usua:ly been traced to engineering mistakes in configuration,
cushion dynamics and so on. Subsequent modifications have uually
brought these "high" rates down tu "acceptable" levels.)

The alternative to pushing a seat out is pulling out either the man
alone, or the seat/man combination, as in the tractor rocket system.
The reader may object that this is playing with semantics, so far as

"" TM P.ATE8, iMON physiological problems are concerned, because most of the force is still
fJ"), g3 glg Iz • applied in the region of the pelvic girdle. But a properly designed

harness can also support the ma' under the arms so that the
STArr iY ,'ompressive for'e in the spine is reduced. It seems possible that with a

priAter balance of harness resiliency, spinal loads could be reduced to

.OTo PLATIE FM PMT T an apparent DRIO design value of say. Sg. with the espectalion that
AND PIM STrIMAY. operationally. the figure would vary from 0 to l10 because of variatimo

in lit. body dynamics and materials.
F'ge 10 -- "in-piane stabilizer" plates 1 2 have been ,hown to Even If this balance of forces is unleasible, extraction by means of a
stabilize a seat satistactotily in full-scale wind tunnel tests harness (perhaps with auxiliary torso support) Is a viable alternative to

seat ejection: as the many successful low speed escapes with the Stanley

Figure 11 - "in-plane stabilizer" plates have Proven very YANKEE system attest. Robert M. Stanley and his team have clearly

SuccOSSfuI in stabilizing these air dropped containers The achieved. in the YANKEE Tractor Rocket Extraction System, a

photograph is of a half-scale model under wind tunnel lest for U.$. notably dillerent and innovative solution to the escaipe problem, and
Army Natick. tne which appears to be very elfective at low and medium air speeds.

At high es'ape air speeds. present indications are that, in its present
form, the tractor rocket is likely to be less successful, for detailed

engineering reas)ns, some of which are discussed In Reference 14. In
particular, flail Injury is likely to be severe. But this is not inherent In
the concept of extraction Itself; rather the reverse i true, as the divers

at Acapulc, -,ipendix A) are trying to tell us. The high speed flail
poutntla! of present extraction systems is due to the fact that they do
not extract the man In the proper wit). so that he can more ur less dive
headfirst into the relative airflow.

"The development of a tractor rocket suitable for high speed escape
is clearly a considerable undertaking, and has yet to be achieved.
Existing (spin stabili•ed) tracwr rockets seem to have the following
dclmets at high speeds:

(a) They are not aerodynamically stabilized. to that the pltchup
aerodynamic moments cause them to precv.ss in roll.

(b) Because of high drag and/or insulficient forward inclination of
their trajectory. they do not fly in the right position to pull the
crew member out "head first Into the flow" (Figure 12). even if
the perndant lincls) had ioro aerodynamic drag. lAs shown In
Refercnce 14. the crew member hat an inherent tendency to
"hack'sornersault" out of the cockpit and cnd up feet first.
"Ibhis is hjkhlt' undesirable from a flail injury point ul view, and
imust be countered by a powerful "forward and up" pull on the

pendtantii) if the crew member it to suceressilly "dive" into the
flow. as in Figure 12.)

AN ALTEaNATIVit APPROACH te) Since rocket development is inherently expensive, rectilication

Perhaps the time has come to consider alternativcs to ejecting the of defects iia) and (b) is likely to I-c expensive.

crew member in a seat. If we look at the basic problem of getting a Id) I he crew member acceleration does not start until line ttretch,
man away from his aircraft, we see that it is necessary to accelerate him A hich may be as long a 0.16 seconds alter the rocket has lelt Its
In a direction roughly normal to the aircraft trajectory: up. down or mortar.
sideways. We can accomplish this acceleration by pushing or pulling. 'I hcs conmleratii.is led u' t) the conception of an "inertial escape
and a little calculation shows that we need between l0g and 20g. If the 5y%1cmi" which empl))s a simple high velocity mass instead ole rocket. A
man is to be sure of clearing the aircraft structure, pendant. coinected to this mass. extracts the crew member. The high

In practice, all current escape systems eject upwards. despite the fact aelocity kinetic energy of the mortared mass or ball is "transformed" to
that this usually means a fin must be cleared. Sideways ejection would a physiologically tolerable acceleration on the man, either by pendant
present severe wing clearance problems with many aircraft (although it resiliency or by a slipping clutch. These two alternative versions are
is feasible from helicopters), and downwards ejection is unfeasible at illustrated in Figures 13 and 14.
the low altitudes at which many escapes occur. An additional Conceptually. the resilient lanyard system is the easiest to
advantage to upwards ejection is that it enables the so-called

zerozer" cpabiityto e acievd. ndermtind, It %utter% fro•m the disadvantage that it can only be used
"zero.ero" capability to be ac:hieved. lefectively at liiaer speeds (less than 350 knots say) and in situations

Having established the direction, the next question is whether to %here the aircialt roll rate i% less than about 0-1.iOU degrees/second
push or pull the man out. Because of his jointed deformable structure. during the escape; ligurn.s which can be imprived to .ome extent by
man is not well adapteJ for pushing unless ani auxiliary supporting
structure - a bucket - is provided. Fortunately, the chair which man
invented to eae the structural rigors of the earth's one g acceleration *f)tI t)ninic l',,iy.nse Index is defined in Rct'crcncc tS.
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F andel the crew somese laima suport (semodstn sid panel. hIn 5.9,is 1975. l, GA a
eseasplet) or by atangilail for the owa to mowe pean way withs him, Meeta.1A9A75.a
mesA" upwards as r . or by rismalagl the pendant themesgt & takIead 3. Fr D. I. "Operational Experience with
Above the cockpit. b141t broaned to hefldiss Nb& stutueritish jEctka %saits", Air Min.

In colatreat, the aippia clutch system tranaselts the fsdt upward Istry. Flyintg Pesosistasel Research
accelstatlome to the crew member almost Instantly (about one Consmadtlee FPI&c:/ 1166 0* 196 1).
mlllhecosd) aasd remvini him to rapidly' tha roll rain ofoe 0 4. Payne Pee R. "'Somne Studies Raisinag to 'Limb
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A study and underitandingS of the wind blast ant: limb flailitig about IIIU It. a second. Aliich correspooi.d to an initial dynamic pressureI
Injury problem must necessarily be approached indirectly. using til about 6.440 lbs. Par squa1rei to0". Because the "addted mass" or
anthropomettic analogs orfitle human body, theoretical calculations. "virwuel naisii" associated with longitudinal motion through the water Is
and any other sources of data &hlch may be available. An intereaing only about live tpercent ol' the diver'%slmest. we may neglect It In
example of the tatter is to be found Ins the sport of diving, where calculating his moilon whens fully immersed. together with gravity
athletes repeatedly subject themselves to dyneanic pressures hitherto forces, which are caticelled out by beuyancy terms. The equation of
regarded as letha in escape system technoklogy. motion alter full immersion Is that' very simple, namely

Perhaps the best kniown venue for such high diving is at La dud CSAw1m :rKwul
Quebrada near Acapulco where contestants dive from a ctiff 100 fee dudthereA ~'
above sa" level. Target diving is also growing In popularity, however. Kw CDSqw/2m
and it Is fairly normal for contestai nts to dive from an 1110 ft. tower, the C()S "dreg ares" of the diver
objet being Io execute maneuvers In midasir and then to Linpoct in the qw mass density o1 water
center of a "target" roughly 6 ft. by 0 It. square. ni1 "Ionas of the diver -

In diving from 100 ft.. the diver Impacts the surtace of the water at u ~'velocity
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EXPERIMMINAL EVALUATION OF LIMB FLAIL INITIAT('N AND EJECTION SPAT STABILITY

Fred W. Hawker
Anthony J. Euler

Payne, Inc.
1910 Forest Drive

Annapolf.m. Maryland 21401

INTRODUCTIO

For flail injury to occur it is necessary for the limb to acquire a considerable angular velocity
relative to the body in order that there may bW sufficient Ic!ative kinetic energy to cause the damage.
This energy, it is supposed, is accumulated over the length of stroke from the initial lodgement to the
position of arrest. Static forces are generally not sufficient to dislocate the shoulder or hip joint
or to cause bone fractures. The question arises as to what causes the initial dislodgment. Is it
inertial force due to seat motion or aerodynamic force due to pressure on the limb? Are these forcez
of irresistibly large magniudo or is the occupant caught unawares and compelled to let go at force levels
which he normally could resist? This uncertainty led the Aerospnco Medical Research Laboratory at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, through thu Office of Biodynamics and Bionics, uwder Janes W. Brinkley. to
initiate a full-scale wind tunnel study to measure the limb loads on volunteer subjects in different
ejection seats. The static stability oýý the ejection seat is also an integral part of the flail problem.
It was theroture decided to measure the forces and moments of the candidate seats, as part of the same
program.

UL.SCIPI'lON 01: IXP/LRIMg•Ir

Thu wind tunnel Invustlgation had two primary goals: (1) the measurement of limb dislodgement
forces in free flight simulation of an ejection and (2) the determination of static stability of the
veats/uccupant combinutiun. Wo also wanted to compare the forces and moments measured with anthropometric
dummies anud ilve subjects in identical ujection seats.

An Adva'uncd C•ncopt Ljoction Seat (ACI'S-1I) and the F-lOS ejection seat were used during these tests
(Figures I &und 2). A detulied comparison of these two seats is included in Reference 1, but for the
purposes uf this puaor the A£LS-11 will usually be referred to.

All of the limb force measurements were gudo by strain gauged beams that were celibrated to measure
a particular force. The ejection initiation handles recorded the force on the hands (arms) out from the
body and back o.award the seat structure (Figure 3). The knees were supported by brackets (Fi3uro 4)
and measured thv ioparation (knee out) force. rhe feet, which normally are not attached to any part of
the seat, were fixed to "stirrups" that measured the foot out and buck force components (Figure 5).
Finally, the hulmet was rigidly mounted to the seat structure and instrumented in such a way that lift,
drag and side force, pitching and yawing moment could be measured (Figure 6). The pressures both inside
and outside the helmet were measured with static pressure taps (Figure 7).

hXPERIM/4NTAL PROC.DUWl

The standard test run was at a set pitch and yaw angle. The dynamic pressure was varied and balance
end limb force measurciaents taken at 20, 30 and 40 lb/ft . The limb force measurements were recorded
digitally and plots of force area coefficients

IP F - Force in Pounds
C F A a I---"- P - Air Density in Slugs per Feet0•UA U - Free Stream Velocity at ft/sec

versus dynamic pressure were recorded. The seat/man combination forces and moments (ie. lift, drag, side
force, pitching moment, yawing moment and rolling moment) were taken with respect to wind and body axes
after *he utand tares were subtracted. All the figures in this paper are referred to body axes. The
reference center of gravity for the seats tested is shown in riguro 10 and the positive directions for
the limb force measurements are shown in the schematic'of Figure II.

These tests were conducted in the subsonic wind tunnel facil4.ty at the University of Maryland (6iean L.
Martin Institute of Technology) under its Director, Donald S. Gross. The tests of the F-10S seat
were in April 1973 and the ACIUS-Il in the following September. The cooperation of the tunnel staff was
greatly appreciated during these experiments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Limb Dislodgement Forces

The force .t the knees shows a systematic variation with yaw angle ýFigure 12). At the nominal ejection
angle (0' pitfh, 0 yaw) the knee outward force area equals about 0.2 ft . This corresponds to an outward
forcn on the knees of 100 pounds at a speed of 400 knots. As the seat is yawed, the windward knee (right
knee if you are yawing to the left) shows a tendency to be forced inward or toward the left knee. The
leeward knee (left knee if you are yawing to the left) continues to be forced outward from the nominal
position. The effect of pitch was minimal at these low pitch angles. Finally, at a yaw angle of -300 the
left kiee experiences an outward force area of 0.6 ft 2 ; this is approximately 325 pounds at 400 knots.

The force outward at the feet shows a similar variation (Figure 13). At the nominal ejectiori angle the
foot out force area is approximately 0.1 ft 2. As the seat is yawed to the left the windward (right)
foot is forced inward (toward) the left and the leeward (left) foot is forced outward with a force area
equal to 0.4 ft 2 at % yaw angle of -30. This corresponds to a foot force (outward) of 216 pounds at

400 knots. The effect of pitch is a41so minimal on the feet. The backward force area on the feet is
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Figure 1. A Subject In the ACES-I1 Seat
at -159 Yaw. -15* Pitch.

II !

Figure 2. A Subject in the F-105 Seat, at 15*
incidence and 30* Yaw.

I
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Figure 3. Detail of the ACIiS-IX Ejection Initiation Handle Force Mcasuring Beam.
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tFigure S. AC.S-1 Foot Force forward-back" and "in-out") was Measured oI the Vertical Beams

Sup~porting the Stirrups to w'hich tihe Subject's Feet are Strapped.
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:. F1igure 6. The Htelmet Cantilevered on the Lnd of Its 'Strain (;aur~ed Sting: 1--IUS Seat.
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Figure 7. Inside View of 1Helmet, Showing Static Pressure Lines to Internal and
Eixternal Static Pressure Taps.

Figure 8. The 'CrL-ted Spoiler" Attached to the Helmet in an Effort to Reduce
Helmet Lift.
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I li'm 1 . 9. IICJImet I~ittcd! With "Wings" to IPLJucc I itt JOILLcs.

NOTES:
1) SEAT BACK ANGLE IS 1130.

2) ANGLE 9 IS MEASURED/
FROM THE HORIZONTAL

41 - '.OWER R~OLLER
REFERENCE POINT

SAT OCUPANTH a
ACES 11 5 % !692 110.9

ACES 11 50% 1.669 113.1
ACES II 95% [(.49 115.4
F-l05 ALL 2.10 109.7

I- gurc Uo. ,\(IS-1 awl 1i; -105 Center of Gravity Locat ions Used in Diata Reduction.
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Figure 11. Seat in Wind Tunnel; Axes and Measurements.
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0 Qk LEFT, RIGHT FOOT FOR o PITCH

. R LEFT, RIGHT FOOT FOR -150 PITCH

A 4, LEFT, R0GT FOOT FOR 150 PITCH
0 Q, LEFT, RIGHT KNEE FOR 00 PITCH RIGHT HAND AVERAGE

o R LFIT, RIGHT KNEE FOR -15 PITCH ---- LEFT HAND AVERA1E

A, LEFT, RIGHT KNEE FOR 15 PITCH .4

- RIGHT HAND AVERAGE

~--LEFT HAND AVERAGrI -, o.,s.0~
II

S0.6 L0.0
-30 -20 -10 0

.- YAW ANGLE IN DEGREES

0.4~

I 0.2

_ _ I

S~-o.z S

__O

-- 0.-

-30 -20 -10 0
YAW ANGLE IN DEGREES

-0.2

Figure 12. Variation of Knee Out Force Area with -20 -10 0

Yaw Angle for the Average of the YAW ANGLE IN DEGREES
Volunteer Subjects.

Figure 13. Variation of the Foot Back and Foot
Out Force Areas for the Average of the
Volunteer Subjects.

fairly constant with yaw angle up to -30* with a value of 0.3 ft 2 . This equals a force of 162 pounds at
400 knots.

The arm outward force area as a function of yaw angle is also similar to the knee and foot out
forces (Figure 14). The arm outward force area at the nominal ejection angle is approximately 0.15 ft 2

which would be a force of 81 pounds at 400 knots. The maximum arm out force area equals 0.3 ft 2 and
occurs at a yaw angle of -30*. This means that a pilot, if ejected at 400 knots, would experience a
force in excess of 150 pounds if his seat yawed to -30*.

The arm back force area as shown in Figure 14 has an average value of about 0.35 ft 2 at the nominal
ejection angle. This corresponds to a backward force on the arm of 189 pounds at 400 knots. As the seat
yaws the arm back force area fails to about 0.2 ft 2 for Loth the right and left arms.

* _ _ . . .. . .
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Seat Stability 0(

The basic requirement for static stability 0C LEFTC , m AGH OUT (OR sAK) FOR -Ib* PITCH
is sumarized in the graph below. A negative AA RGHT A OW (OR BK) FOR I PITCH
slope of moment vs. angle is the criteria for
static stability. About the trim point any small RIGHT HAND AVftAf
positivw increase ... znale will produce
a negative or restoring moment back to trim and LEFT HAND RAG
vice versa. It is also important that the trim
point is near the angle that the seat enters the
free-stream after ejection. 0.4

Trim Point .0

0.2

angle

-30 -20 -10 0
•stableYA ,N,. Ei[

YAW ANGLE IN DEGREES

If the trim point of the seat is much

different from the initial angle of the seat at
ejection, then the restoring moments may be such
that the seat is driven past the trim point and
spinning may occur. Of course, in this 0-4
simplified explanation we are assuming no passive I 0,4
or active devices to correct for trim point and
initial angle offset. '

Static Forces and Moments of the Full-Scale
ACES-Il Seat Plus Occupant.___.,

The vulunteers for this experiment were
military personnel from Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base in Ohio. Force areas (CDS - D/q)
and mooient volumes (CmV - M/q) were
used to present the data since we are dealing CO
with a full-scale seat and since a characteris-
tic area is hard to describe on such an irregular
body. The lift and drag areas are shown in
Figure 15. The effect of pitch angle on the lift
area shows that zero lift occurs at an angle of
attack of about 10. At the nominal ejection -0.2
angle the lift irea is -1.0 ft 2 . The drag area
is approximately 6.5 ft 2 at the nominal ejection "• 20 -0 0
angle. The drag area remains about constant at YAW ANGLE IN DEGREES
-150 pitch but decreases to about 6.0 ft 2 at
15" pitch. Figure 14. Variation of Arm Back and Arm Out Force

Areas for the Average of the Volunteer
The pitching momeit volume versus pitch Subjects.

angle shows a large negative value at the
nominal ejection angle. This implies that the
seat will tend to rotate as soon as it is inserted in the free stream. This plot also indicates that the
seat does not trim near the nominal angle of ejection. The yawing moment versus yaw angle plot shows a
strong unstable tendency. The seat has zero yawing moment near zero but any perturbation will set the
seat spinning in the yaw mode. There is very little variation in yawing moment vo'umc with pitch angle.

The ACES-ll seat shows a tendency to produce a positive rolling moment with negative yawing angle
(Figure 17). The side force also shows a predictable increase with yaw angle.

It should be noted that siiuce the ACES-I1 seat is actively stabilized by vernier rockets, most of the
instabilities noted here are not 3ermane to its performance.

Comparison of Anthropometric Dummies and Volunteer Subjects

It was decided to evaluate and compare the s:atic forces and moments of two anthropometric du,.ies
(S and 95 percentile) with the average of the volunteer subjects (Figures 18 and 19). The lift and drag
area plots show very similar characteristics. The pitching moment was the most variable but the average
of the volunteer subjects fell well within the 5 and 95 percent data. The yawing moment versus yaw
angle showed good agreement between the dummies Lnd live subjects. In general, the gross aerodynamic
seat stability was very similar between anthropowetric dummies and the volunteer subjects.
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Figure 15. Variation of Lift and Drag Area with Figrre 16. Variation of Pitching and Yawing Moaent

PthAngle for the ACES-11 Ejection Volume for the ACE&-Xl Ejection Seat,

____ ___ .0

0 PITCH ANGLE x 00/%PITCH ANGLE ,-150. ...... -LO

-LO

4.0

&-1

____ .&0

1.0~

-30 -20 -I0 0 .30 -"' -10 0
YAW ANGLE IN OEMEES

YAW ANGLE 0 MOMEe S
Figure 17. Variation of Rolling Moment Volume and Side Force Area for the ACES-11 Ejection Seat.
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AVERAGE VOLUNTUF.R SUGJe8M AVERAE VOLUNTEER SUI rECTS
5% i•NTOPOkTRIC0UIY .... 5 % AT ETRiC U Y D-UMM

-9-- 15% ANT IOPOMITRIC DUVMY -9---" 5% AKTHPAPMTV"C DUMMY

0 •

4
0 - ""A" " "

&0

-55 0-5-4 YAW ANGLE IN DEOGRE8
-I5 0 Is

PITCh ANGLE IN DEGREES

1I0 
00-- 

_

.30 .20 -1 DE0E

Figure 19. Couir~arison of Pitching and Yawing Momecnt
0 Volume Between Anthropometric Dummies

anid Voluntoor Subjects for the ACLS-11-150 I5 jection Scat.
PITCH ANGLE IN DEGREES

Figure 18. Comparison of Anthropometric Dummies
and Volunteer Subjects for Lift and
Drag Area.

Comment on Fryer's Earlier Work

The early pioneering experiments in the area of limb force measurements woro conducted by the late
Squadron Leader D.I. Fryer in the early sixties. 1lis work, which was conducted in water, is compared
with our study conducted in a wind tunnel (Figure 20). The results show an excellent correlation between
the water tank and the wind tunnel limb force measurements of the arm out force and leg separation force.

lIelmLt Forces and Pressures

As mentioned in the description of the test set-up. arrangements were made to measure forces andpressures acting on the helmet. This is a separate subject, not necessarily related to the incidence offlail injury, but since, in USAF experience, helmet loss is not uncommon following ejections it seemed
appropriate to add these measurements to the program. Also, In 5ervices whih do not utilize retention
straps with weak links, helmet-induced injury is sometimes suspected during autopsies.

Instead of being attached to the subject's head the helmet was supported by a sting attached to the
headrest. The sting was strain-gauged to measure the lift, side and drag forces and the pitching and
yawing moments of the helmet. The F-10S seat was used in this !.cries of tests.

Fourteen (14) static pressure taps were fitted to the hclmft to obtain evidence of the pressure
distribution on the helmet. Ten (10) were used to measure the static pressure outside the helmet and four
(4) were used to measure the static pressure inside the helmet. These are shown in Figure 7. The helmet
support bracket is seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 20. Comparison of Fryer's Water Tank Measurements
(Reference 3) and Payne, at &l Wind Tunnel iExperiments
of Limb Force Nsasurements (Reference i).

Average values of the three helmet forces are plotted in Figures 21 to 23 and the pitching and
yawing moment averages in Figures 24 and 25. The scatter of the individual data points is again consider-
able, but as for the case of the limb forces, the trend of the eans is reasonable. The average lift area
of 0.38 ft 2 at zero yaw, zero pitzh, is somewhat higher than the figure cf 0.28 Zt2 reported in
Reference 4". This lift force is very powerful and makes helmet loss or neck injury Inevitable during
high speed escape. A force area of 0.38 ft2 corresponds to a lift of about 460 lb at 600 knots (Figure 26).

The lift force is mainly due to suction on the outside of the helmet, rather than ram pressure inside.
The data from the static pressure tap measurements show that the pressure coefficient C can be or low as
-1.0 on the outside but rarely exceeds 0.2 inside.

The definition of Cp is: -

Cp

2 Uo2

Accuracy of t e Roference4 he met force measurement was known to be poor.

Sn m 4
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where

1) Is the local static pressure

p) and u a7ve the undisturbed pressure and velocity

p is the widisturbed air density

From Bernoulli, it follows that, for incompressible flow

C 2 or C

lhus C = -1.0 implies . * ,r- Locally, the flow velocity over the helmet is 4U'. greater than the free-
strea•jtflow. 0o

In an cffort to reduce lift the "crested spoiler" shokn in Figure 8 was tried. As can be seen, the
results were disappointing.

The winged hehaet configuration of Figure 9 was thev evaluated, for zero yaw and pitch. lhe wings
were very successful in reducing both lift and pitchihg moment, without adverse effect on the other forces.
We beliece that a "second generation" winged helmet, having small swept back wings at a greater negative
angle might ;v~hievc z,.ro lift and not impLe-' the helmet wearer significantly. More uxperinvintal work
in the tunnel is clearly necessary before we can recoriuaend an optimur! co:ifiguratton.

CONCLUS IONS

lhe primary conclusions of our wind tunnel experiments can be summarized as follows:

1. A sotnd miethod for mea:;uring the I imb force loads was demonstrated in both
the F-lOS and ACES-Il ejection seats.

2. The loads on the lIimhs are of such magnitude that initiation of flailing is
probable at high ejection speeds.

3. Anthropometric dummies compared well with volunteer subjects in the

measurement of gross aerodynamic forces and momacots.

4. There was excellent agreement betweeni our wind tunnel investigation and



Fryer's earlier water tank experiments.

S. There is a substantial !ift force produced on the standard Air Force helmet which

is caused by the suction on the outside of the helmet, not the ram pressure inside
the helmet.
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on limbs once they had been allowed to toovu from their initial position, but agreed that theae
forces would probably inceasu. Thus, the forces actually measured were those which would
tend to initiate muveir,.nt.
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HIGH SPEED EJECTIONS WITH SAAB SEATS

by

B 0 Andrae, E Ek, H Lorin and B Ch R Strdmb]ad
Mailing address: National Defense Research Institute, Division 5, Fack, S-104 50 Stockholm 80,

Sweden

Summary
The Swedish development work on devices to protect against wind-blas. effects at high speed ejec-
tions is surveyed. Examples of past, present and future solutions are given.

The Siedish Air Foroc experience wi h high speed ejections is summarized.

IntroductionV
The combat aircraft of thelSwedish Air Force are designed and built by Svenska Aeroplan AB, SAAB,
in Linkdping, Sweden. There are at present three main types in services
the attack air.-aft 37 (Viggen),
the light attack and trainer 60 (SAAB 105) and
the fighter and reconnaissance 35 (Draken).
SAAB combat aircraft are also in sezvioe with the Austrian, Daniph and Finnish Air Forces.

The total number of ejections from SAAB aircraft in Sweden is !or obvious reasons small. In the
d velopment of escape lystems it is therefore nacessary to galn information to a great extent from
flight testing with dammkes. This approach was adopted .lresdy back in 1540 when the SAAB company
started work on ejwction seats. The first test was car-ted cut in January 1942 and the first live
ejection took place in April 1946, when a pilot made a successful ejection.

The development of Laster ar.', more eopr.isticated aircraft has forced the development of escape
systems for which both operational limits and operational dependability have been extended.

The operativiial speed limit for the escape system of the 60 aircraft is 800 km/h (% 430 kts),for
the 35 it is 12C) km/h (l 650 kte) and for the 37 it exceeds 1150 km/h (". 620 ktu). The 60 a~r-
craft is equipped with an ejection system of the ballistic type while the 35 and the 37 have
rocketaseate.

There is no accepted definition of what is meant by high speed in connection with ejections. In
this paper the interest will be focused mainly on the prevention of wind-blast effects of ejec-
tions at speeds exceeding 1000 km/h (' 540 ktn).

Deceleration and stabilization

in Sweden it is conoidered highl detirable that the escape system should have low level capa-
bility even if the aircraft is diving. Consequently, the open seat, in which ian can sustain
higher deceleration than in a capsule, has been favoured. The deceleration of the man sitting
in the seat is brought about by a seat-chute whicn is actively deployed by a gun-powder operated
mechanism. Man's best position to star.d deceleration is when the force is applied in the sagittal
direction. The ueat-chute has beep designed to counteract turning and tipping movements so that
the -an is facing the direction of the movement. The Gtabilization of the seat is also believed
to markedly decrease flailing of limbs and head caused by vwnd-blast.

With increasing speed there is an increasing tendency to a backward tilting movement of the man-
seat complex. This is partly due to a momentum given the seat just before it leaves the guide
rails. The lower part, still in the rails, acts au a fulcr*Am around which the wind-exposed parts
tend to rotate. The backward tilting is also enhanced if the drag center of man-seat is located
headward to the center of gravity. This latter descrepancy can be especially pronounced in the 37
due to the generous seat adjustment ra.,ge. In order to lower the center of the drag force a metal
sheet, similar in action to an air-brake, has been put under the seat. In the 37 the seat adjust-
ment effect is also compensated by automatic adjustments of the direction of the rocket-thrust
when the seat position is changed.

One tempting approach to the priblem of injuries caused by flailing limbs is to decelerate the
seat and torso of the man so violently that the arms and legs should nGt be bent backwards butrather ntretched forward from the sitting man's position. However, this has not been technically
possible. It is doubtful if it is physiologically possible. The idea was anyhow dropped, since
the injury to the upper extremities are thought to be inflicted already before the seat is die-
connected from the aircraft, at the very first moment when the arms are exposed to the aerodynamic
forces.

Flailing of limbs and head

Different parts of the body have different masses compared to their aerodynamic properties. Protru-
ding parts like arms, legs an.d head therefore have, at any speed, a tendency to flail at ejections.
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The legs, if not restrained, are generally injured at speeds in excess of 600 ka/h (t, 325 kts). In
order to prevent the leog from flailing the 35 and the 37 seats have been equipped with 'eg re-
utraints. The straps are connected to eyes on the pilots' boots by snap-hooks at about half the
height of tie lower leg. The other end of the strap is connected to the cockpit floor via a fric-
tion look in the seat pan. When the seat is moving at ejection the lower les are retracted and
kept aloe. to supports. The cockpit floor ettaohment is disrupted.

This one-point restraint of the leg is truly effective, but cannot at higher speeds prevent rota-
tion of the lower leg in the frontal or horizontal plane. In order to improve the fixation in the
frontal plano the leg supports in the 37 seat have a V-groove shape.

At high speed ejections injuries are initiated by rotations of thi lower leg in the horizontal
plan*. The harmful nbduotion of thu hip,•oint 13 facilitated by this outward rotation of the ioot.
Prevention of this rotation is enzentiQ.l Thus, for the 35 seat a speoial device has been develop-
ed are. will soon be introduced into service. The device resembles a pair of tennis rackets located
on each side of the seat pan. The frame of the racket reots on the floor of the cockpit &nd the
handle is attached by a spring-load mechanism to 'he seat pan in such a manner that the racket
will be pressed downward at ejection. The surface of the racket will then be positioned lateral
to the feet and prevent outward rotation. A modified type of this lat al leg support will probab-
ly also be introduced in the 37 ueat. The spae of the cookpit prevents the use of the same type.

At speeds in excess of 830 km/h (im 450 kts) it is in general not possible to retain a grip with
the hand as e.g. on the firing handle. The Swedish rocket seats are initiated by (one or) both
handles on each side of the seat psn. There are at present no arm restrsiats in any of the SAAB
escape systems. However, much work has been and is preoently devoted to such projects.

An early approach to the problem was the construction of a "Jumping Jack" device. In its first
model only the ar&m were engaged. Cords attached to a reinforced part of the forearm sleeve were
guided over the suit in canals, alone the upper arm and over the chest to the central strap-look.The ca~nals could easily be split open by the cords when these wore tightned. At the, central look ' •
the cords were wound on drum@. These drums were in their turn connected with drums on which &

second set of cords were wound, the other und of these cords were attached to the cabin floor so
that the device was activated early in the ejection sequence. This device was not introduced into
service, but lead to a further development in which legs and head were also included. The cords
were guided in canals but in addition there were loop-holes fastened to the suit through which
the cords were drawn and thus the traction direction was determined. The final oommo. path forthe limbs and head cords was a cord on the back of the man which w•a attached to the cockpit floor.

The device has not been introduced into service. Y

At the moment a different solution is under development. This device consists of two nets, one on
each side, which are normally parked on the wall3 of the cockpit. The cords from the seat running
to the not are also parked so as not to interfere with the pilot during normal operation. On ejec-
tion the strings will vull the net in such a way that the arms are caught and secured to the late-
ral side of the body until separation.

In this connection it is appropriate to mention that in aircrafts with tandem position of the crew
and with rocket seats it is necessary to get the arms of the man in the rear seat in proper posi-
tion for ejection also in ,ases when the ejection is initiated from the front seat. Airbags on the
walls of the cockpit are used to provide a funnel through which the man is ejected and by way of
which the arms are brought into position.

At present there is no head restraint system in service. The acceleration forces from the gun and
the rockets will bend the head forward; the chin may actually hit the sternum. Later, when the
head is caught by the wind, it is thrown backwards; the higher the speed the harder the head hits
the neckrest. The very thick neckrest is filled with shockabsorbent material to prevent impact in-
Jurie to the head. In the 37 the neckreqt has, compared to the 35 neckrest, been widened and made
slightly concave in order to better catch the head and counteract rotatory movements of the head.
For head impact speeds of 106 r/sec (35 ft/sec) the deceleration should not exceed 120 g. A head
restraint device should obviously be of value in easing the head impact. Apart from the attempts
described ubove in connection with the "jumping Jack" project sowe work has been devoted to con-
struction of an inflatable collar, whion should help to protect the head and neck from flailing
injuries.

Pilot acuipment

In the Swedish Air Force a combination of a pressure breathing oxygen mask and a custom fitted
helmet with a neckbladder is standard equipment, (of Larason and Stromblad 1967). The helmet
t.as no chin protection and the visor runs outside the helmet. It is our experience that the visor
is destroyed at high speed ejections. The helmet and oxygen mask have been retained in most of the
ca.e•;. Further developmtnt work on the helmet-visor-mask is olviounly needed. The immersion suit
has mc. far generallJy withstood the strain of high speed ejections.

Swedish Air Force elections

Through the years 1967 to 1974 there have been 74 ejections in the Swedish Air Force. In one of
these oases the speed at ejection is unknown. Neither man nor the aircraft has been recovered.
In 8 of the 74 cases the speed was 1000 km/h (, 540 kts) or higher. At the beginning of the period
(1967 and 1968) two ejections •.ith ballistic seats were made at 1150 ka/h (% 630 kts)4 both
attempts were unsuccessful. With rocket seats five out of six cases have survived, two caoes at
1000 km/h (t 540 kts), one case at 112c km/h (. 610 kte) and two cases at 1200 km/k (.- 645 kts)"
Only in one case the outcome was fatal. This was an ejection during steep dive at 1200 ks/h

645 kta)
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Out of the five -vho survived, one pilot (ejeotion at 1200 km/h, o 645 kta) sustained only minor
injuries, contusion of a knee and facial petechis., while the other four inad major injuries.
Among the major injuries enoountered are fractures of logs and aras, tUaring of big joints and
concussion. Four of the five surviving pilots have resaued flying duties. The fifth has not
yet bcen able to do so, his ejection took place a& late ". middle of Ootober 1974.

The injuries to the pilots encountered in these cases have initiated and guided the development
wyork here summarized. Hovever, the number of high speed ejections istoo small to &11,v a thorough
analysis of the effect of the various steps in the development work. In fact, mLay of the modifica-
tions described, even if they are in service, have not yet been put to the teat in real situations.

Refereno.

Lareson, L-E and Strýnblad, 3 Ch R1 Development of a flying suit systeo for the ic3AF, YRSVARS-
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

by D.H. Glaister

I would like to say a few words in an attempt to sururarise the day's programme; but first
of all I would like to convey a mL.ssage from Dr. Walton Jones, the chairman of the Biodynainics
Committee of AS.P. He regrets very much that he has not been able to be present today, but
has been detained by NASA business in Washington.

This morning, I think that one of the things that struck me, and has perhaps struck me
throughout the day, has been Lhe remarkable agrerenaen between the Nations, not only those of
NATO, but also Sweden, on the mechanisms of windblast injury and on its frequency of occurrence
in relation to windspeed (papers Bl, B2, B4, B6 and Bll). There was one exception, our host
country Canada which appears to suffer fewer injuries, but the numbers of ejections were less
than some of the other series so perhaps the signal had been lost in the noise,

We saw this morning that ejectiors are occurring at increasing speeds with more modern
aircraft, particularly in the combat situati)n, and that injury rates, likewise, are increasing.
If one excludes ejections made outside the design envelope of the ejection system, major
injuries are now largely due to windblast, especially at the higher end of the speed scale.
Injury rates of 40% or misre were seen in the combat prisoner of war cases (paper B9) and we
were told that at 600 kt the expectation of windblast injury approached IO percent. These
injuries are caused by limb displacement rather than wind pressure per se. We saw severalexamples of failures in aircrew equipme~nt assemblies - helmets being lost, masks being lost-

and again these seemed to occur with equipment from all time countries represented.

Well, by ).unch tire I think we were getting pretty depressed - thE .ituation seemed pcer.
It wasn't improved when we canx. back to some very nice X-ray pictures showing details of very
painful looking injuries produced by windblast on limibs f-ee to move (B6).

Fortunately, as the afternoon progressed, things started to get brighter. We saw a number
of examples of d-tailed improvements which have been carried out, and are being worked upon, in
order to improve existing systems. Small things like wings attached to helmets to reduce lift-
ing moments (papt.r BIO), net limb restraints (B9), cords giving limb retraction and restraint
(68), 'tennis raqueLs' L;oing the same thing (811), head protection by a fabric hood (B1) and so
on. And then we saw soun more advanced concepts - aerodynamic techniques for seat stabilisation
which in the last test shot shown of the Saab seat (Bll) looked very encouraging indeed. We saw
that the ejection seat may not be necessary, except perhaps for sitting in, and may not be the
ideal ejection pi..tform (B9).

So, looking ahiead, we see the possibility of a 750 - 800 kt ejection without a seat, stabi-
lised apparently by shuttlecock feathers and with the limbs restrained by fish netting - it's a
nice prospect! On that note I would like to close the session by thanking all the speakers for
their excellent papers, and the audience for its attention. Tlankyou.
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